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The Origins of an Outlaw

R oxanne D unbar -O rtiz

•

Southwest Talks: The New Mexico Historical
Review Interview Series

Interview by Darren A. Raspa, New Mexico Historical Review Associate
Editor
In this issue we are extremely excited to bring to our readers a conversation with
revolutionary, feminist, political activist, lifelong radical, and acclaimed historian Dr. Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz. Known as much for her acute sense of social
justice as for her ability to see beyond differences in discourse and her capability
at forging alliances rather than divisions, Dr. Dunbar-Ortiz’s experiences and
struggles have deeply informed her life’s work. Her body of work shines a light
on the ethnic, racial, sexual, and political struggles of occupied peoples both here
in the United States and abroad. Her latest book, An Indigenous Peoples’ History
of the United States (Beacon Press, 2015) recently received the American Book
Award and comes amid a sea of accolades for her previous work and is the first
comprehensive history of the United States told from the perspective of Indigenous peoples. Dr. Dunbar-Ortiz has been at the ground floor in the formation
Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz is a historian and professor emerita of Ethnic Studies at California
State University, and author or editor of twelve books.
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of many of the most significant community, national, and international organizations for justice of the past half century. Her balance of theoretical clarity and
historical depth have electrified all who have had the chance to read her work,
hear her voice, or join hands with her on behalf of the marginalized. Distinguished for her fearless examination of the origins of the state, the New Mexico Historical Review is pleased to highlight the fascinating origins of Outlaw
Woman (University of Oklahoma Press, 2001), Dr. Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz.
NMHR: You are known for your passion, advocacy, and voice in several scholarly arenas. Tell us about your journey to the fields of Ethnic Studies, Women’s
Studies, and Native American Studies.
DUNBAR-ORTIZ: My undergraduate work in the late 1950s and early 1960s was
in History, and I became interested in European colonialism and the decolonization process that began with the founding of the United Nations (U.N.),
which I followed very closely. None of the courses offered were concerned with
colonialism as such, so in my first year of graduate study, I focused on European history from the fifteenth to twentieth centuries; my adviser at the University of California, Berkeley suggested I might be interested in the new field
of Area Studies, which was then offered only within the History Department at
the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA). I transferred there for the
remainder of my doctoral studies, specializing in Spanish colonization of the
western hemisphere. My time in residence at UCLA (1964–1968) was also a
period of great gains for the Civil Rights Movement, as well as the rise of Black
Power, which coincided with the build-up of the massive U.S. war in Southeast
Asia and its opposition, of which I was involved. Also, the Mexican farmworker
movement became huge, as was the resurgence of the Native American sovereignty movement. Some of my fellow graduate students in African Area Studies
were political exiles from the apartheid regime in South Africa.
Ethnic Studies was not even a whisper as far as I know until the student and
faculty strike at San Francisco State University (my undergraduate alma mater)
in 1968, spearheaded by demands of the Black Student Union. They won not
only a department but also the College of Ethnic Studies, so the field spread. I
was first introduced to the idea of Ethnic Studies in 1966, when Ronald Takaki
was hired to teach the first Black history course at UCLA, and I chose to be his
teaching assistant. He subsequently was denied tenure at UCLA and moved to
Berkeley where he founded the Ethnic Studies Department.
After I passed my oral exams and had only my dissertation to complete, I
moved to Boston and got intensely involved with the newly conceived Women’s
Liberation Movement, traveling around the region and the country speaking,
112
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organizing conferences and demonstrations, and publishing a journal and many
broadsides; I also taught as an adjunct in a number of colleges starting women’s
history classes, but ultimately did not decide to make women’s history my focus.
In the early 1970s, I completed my dissertation on the history of land tenure
in New Mexico, studying two eras of colonialism (Spanish and United States)
and their effects on the Indigenous agricultural societies there, particularly their
land tenure and water rights. This led me to my first tenure-track teaching position at the newly established Native American Studies program at California
State University, Hayward in the San Francisco Bay Area, where I also became
involved with the Native American Movement. The Hayward programs in Black
Studies, Chicano Studies, Asian American Studies, and Native American Studies worked in tangent to develop a Department of Ethnic Studies, in which I
taught until I retired in 2006.
NMHR: Share with us, if you will, a little about your personal and academic
background. Has it informed your scholarship? Who or what are your personal
and scholarly influences?
DUNBAR-ORTIZ: My personal background is paramount in informing my
scholarship. First, there was nothing in my family and social background that
would suggest that I would become a scholar. My ancestors, up to my parents
and their siblings, were rural Southern people, almost always landless, working
as tenant farmers or sharecroppers or migrant farm workers, moving west every
generation for better prospects that never happened. My siblings and cousins
and I were the first to be born in Oklahoma, our parents’ families having come
most recently from Missouri, and before that Tennessee, difficult to trace, without much record of their lives. They were frontier settlers, the leftovers that
didn’t make it, the majority, but always in pursuit of land, a farm. Mostly, they
were of Scots-Irish origins, the landless and British colonized Scots who were
induced by the English to displace Indigenous Irish farmers during the brutal
British colonization of Ireland, many of those same settlers moving on to the
British colonies in North America. I wrote about this heritage in a historical
memoir, Red Dirt: Growing Up Okie (Verso, 1997).
I was the youngest of four children in my immediate family, growing up in
Canadian County in central Oklahoma, where my father’s family had settled
in 1907. My paternal grandfather owned land he farmed near where I grew up,
but lost it, so my father rented or sharecropped farms until the Great Depression drove all the small landholders away in the migration. There were no more
farms to rent or sharecrop, only agribusiness—wheat and cotton, plus oil. When
I was six we moved into the tiny rural community where my father had grown
Dunbar-Ortiz / Southwest Talks
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up, and I went to a rural school of about eighty students total from grades one
through twelve combined. It was a religious place, several denominations, but
predominately Southern Baptist, which I grew up in. Boys learned mechanical skills; girls learned household and secretarial skills. Most of our teachers
were young women from the teachers’ college in the next county, teaching us
while going to school themselves, so there was a lot of turnover. However, the
high school—grades nine through twelve—had longer-term teachers, so that
I had some of the same teachers as my brother, who was a decade older. The
beloved English teacher who had taught my oldest brother to love reading and
books, which he transmitted to me, retired the year before I would have been
in her classes for the following three years. The teacher who replaced her, a
middle-aged widow, was from Los Angeles and had a doctorate in literature
from UCLA; this teacher had a library in her home that was twice as big as our
school library, which was only one wall of books. And her books were different.
For my last two years in that rural town, I read and wrote under her tutelage,
mostly British and translations of French and Russian literary fiction. From that
time on, I wanted to be like her, and I did indeed end up with a doctorate from
UCLA, albeit in History, not Literature.
NMHR: How did you arrive at your perspective on the history of oppressed
peoples?
DUNBAR-ORTIZ: I came of age during the 1950s Civil Rights Era. In 1955 I
moved to Oklahoma City and lived with my sister and finished high school
at the inner city trade school, Central High School; it was the first year of
school desegregation in Oklahoma, and my school was the first to bring in
Black students. There were already some Native American students, but otherwise it was all poor and working-class white. Those of us in the trade division of the school worked most of the day and started classes early in the
morning, receiving credit toward graduation for the work. I worked in the filing department of a downtown bank near the school. For the first time, I witnessed anti-Black violent racism in the halls of the school and found it unjust
and disgusting. I fell in with some of the students that worked on the school
paper, a daily, training in journalism and printing, run mostly by male students and male teachers, but also a few women students. They tended toward
what I would learn to be bohemian or Beat. I started writing pieces for the
newspaper condemning the racism and the violence in general, although firearms were not yet present in the schools, only knives and fists. And there
were drugs sold around the school. For this devout Baptist country girl, it
was quite a lot to absorb; fortunately, the journalism teacher and his students
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were supportive. A few blocks away, there were sit-ins at the largest drugstore
downtown, led by a young Black woman, Clare Luper, who became an idol for
me. I read Ralph Ellison’s Invisible Man (Random House, 1952), James Baldwin’s Go Tell It on the Mountain (Alfred A. Knopf, 1953), Richard Wright’s Native
Son (Harper and Brothers, 1940), Black Boy (Harper and Brothers, 1945), The
Outsider (Harper and Brothers, 1953), White Man, Listen! (Harper Perennial,
1957), and the poetry of James Weldon Johnson and Paul Lawrence Dunbar. I
also began reading about the movement in national magazines at the library.
One very wealthy right-wing and racist family, the Gaylords, owned Oklahoma
newspapers, radio, and television, so their “news” portrayed African-American
protestors as communists. Yes, this was the height of the Cold War and McCarthyism, but I have to say that since I became interested in communism if only to
find out what they were talking about.
By the time I went to the University of Oklahoma (which the Gaylords called
“a hotbed of communism”), I was prepared to find mentors who could guide me
in developing my thinking, and I was not disappointed. From Civil Rights to
European colonialism, I learned about racial oppression; I had long been aware
of labor exploitation, because my grandfather had joined the Wobblies and the
Socialist Party in Oklahoma when he moved his family there in 1907. Although
he died before I was born, I heard the stories, and my father was proud of being
“a working man.” I also met a Palestinian foreign student that first year at university, a petroleum-engineering student, and I learned about the Palestinian
expulsion and refugees. He also informed me that the situation of Palestinians was like that of Native Americans in Oklahoma, a process he referred to as
“settler-colonialism.”
NMHR: Where do you find yourself on the question of genocide? In your opinion, was the Spanish colonization of North America a genocide?
DUNBAR-ORTIZ: I think genocide was inherent in the launch of overseas European colonialism in the Americas and Africa, and of course the Portuguese and
Spanish were first to use the mandate of papal law, the Doctrine of Discovery.
As Elie Wiesel famously observed, the road to Auschwitz was paved in the earliest days of Christendom. Historian David Stannard, in American Holocaust:
The Conquest of the New World (Oxford University Press, 1992), adds the caveat
that the same road led straight through the heart of America. Of course in discussing genocide, a term invented in 1948 for the purpose of writing the U.N.
“Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide,”
the terms of that international treaty must ultimately serve as the measure. In
the convention, any one of five acts is considered genocide if “committed with
Dunbar-Ortiz / Southwest Talks
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intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial or religious
group”: (a) killing members of the group; (b) causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group; (c) deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated to bring about its physical destruction in whole or in
part; (d) imposing measures intended to prevent births within the group; (e)
and forcibly transferring children of the group to another group. The acts that
are punishable are not only genocide as such, but also the conspiracy to commit genocide; direct and public incitement to commit genocide; the attempt to
commit genocide; and complicity in genocide.
The term “genocide” is often incorrectly used to describe extreme examples
of mass murder, the death of vast numbers of people as, for instance, in Cambodia. What took place in Cambodia was horrific, but it does not fall under the
terms of the Genocide Convention, as the Convention specifically refers to a
national, ethnical, racial, or religious group, with individuals within that group
targeted by a government or its agents because they are members of the group
or by attacking the underpinnings of the group’s existence as a group being met
with the intent to destroy that group in whole or in part. The Cambodian government committed punishable crimes against humanity, but not genocide.
Genocide is not an act simply worse than anything else, rather a specific kind
of act. And although the Jewish Holocaust was the most horrific genocide in
a concentrated period of time, that level of an attempt to destroy a people as
a people is not the bar that must be reached in order to constitute genocide.
The convention is not retroactive, but is the only analytical tool we have for
assessing historical genocides, and that is important in the case of the Indigenous Peoples of the Western Hemisphere, because colonialist structures and
policies continue to exist in the American republics that lead to the elimination
of the Indian, either by assimilation as random individuals, or the continued
existence of conditions that lead to attrition and disappearance of peoples, their
cultures, languages, and methods of governance. I believe the clearest case of
genocide can be found in several periods of United States history, in both policy
and actions, as well as in the settler-colonial independent republics of Argentina, Chile, Uruguay, and Canada.
NMHR: What are your thoughts on the current states of Native American and
Indigenous Studies, Ethnic Studies, and Women’s Studies?
DUNBAR-ORTIZ: Regarding Women’s Studies, I believe the discipline is flourishing in major universities and smaller institutions as well. Women’s History is
particularly filled with brilliant, creative scholars, and is fully acknowledged in
the field of academic history.
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Ethnic Studies programs, departments, colleges, and schools, under various
identities, are firmly entrenched in many academic institutions, several at which
offer doctorates, and with impressive scholarly journals and organizations.
The development of Native American and Indigenous Studies is astounding. Two major scholarly associations exist: NAISA—the Native American and
Indigenous Studies Association—which also has a refereed scholarly journal,
and AISA—the American Indian Studies Association. Additionally, Indigenous
Studies is an element of the American Studies Association and several other
scholarly organizations, and Native scholars are active in all the Humanities and
Social Sciences disciplines’ organizations. In the West, there are many Native
Studies programs and departments, several offering doctorates.
What concerns me, as I stress in my recent book, An Indigenous Peoples’ History of the United States (Beacon Press, 2015), is the continued colonialist structure of U.S. historiography. Following the massive ethnic cleansing through
forced removals of Indigenous Peoples east of the Mississippi in the nineteenth
century, the developing fields of Western, Frontier, and Borderlands histories
segregated the Indigenous experience from the national story. And although
U.S. West/Frontier/Borderlands histories are not comprised entirely of “cowboys and Indians,” a post-modern approach of encounter and agency has been
adopted, creating no-fault histories under the guise of complexity. Meanwhile,
“colonial” historians, meaning those who study the “colonial period,” perhaps
unknowingly regard Indians as impediments to “getting on to the future,” and
also engage in the rhetoric of complexity. Historians of the United States seem
to consider “colonialism” a value word rather than an essential description of
United States history. Even what they call “imperialism” is dated to the occupations of the Philippines, Hawaii, Cuba, Puerto Rico—not even addressing the
early-nineteenth-century “Barbary” wars in the Mediterranean. And, of course,
what gets distilled into U.S. history textbooks required in public schools is not
much improved over the general absence of Native peoples in the past. Those
Native scholars who have achieved their doctorates in history are pretty much
alienated in the departments they join and the scholarly associations, and some
actually change fields. Fewer Native graduate students are going into History.
This is a huge problem with the field of U.S. History.
NMHR: What is the most influential book you have recently read?
DUNBAR-ORTIZ: David Scott’s Omens of Adversity: Tragedy, Time, Memory, Justice (Duke University Press, 2013). It’s been out for a little while, but I’ve
just now read it. It’s a case study of the destruction of the Grenada Revolution in
1983, and how that has affected the subsequent generations of English-speaking
Dunbar-Ortiz / Southwest Talks
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Caribbean people. Scott’s conclusion: “Only a deliberate practice of collective
remembering can make meaningful change possible” (p. 89). Scott is AfroCaribbean from Jamaica and a professor of anthropology at Columbia University. I found his earlier book [Conscripts of Modernity: The Tragedy of Colonial
Enlightenment (Duke University Press, 2004)] equally compelling—an essential
study of C. L. R. James’s anti-colonial classic, The Black Jacobins (1938), about the
Haitian Revolution, the first triumphant anti-colonial revolution in the world.
At the same time I was reading Omens of Adversity, I was also reading New
School historian Eli Zaretsky’s book, Political Freud: A History (Columbia University Press, 2015), a work I think every scholar doing U.S. history would benefit from reading. Zaretsky writes: “Freud was a pioneer of the contemporary
tendency to rethink culture as memory, meaning collective processes of group
self-knowledge and self-interpretation, which are to be distinguished from history, the project of professional historians and social theorists. The heart of the
Freudian approach to culture was the idea that culture had a kind of unconscious, in other words, a memory. Like the individual unconscious, cultural
memory was the product of conflict” (p. 187).
A culture, a nation-state, constructed both on genocide for the purpose of
taking land as a commodity and on chattel slavery—not so much slavery as a
labor system, rather of human bodies as the main commodity—compounded
with the parceling off of land on the market in order to create wealth, not just
for individuals but for the present economic and military colossus: this is the
history of the United States. Coming to terms with this and confronting it head
on—this is the true work of historians, and the present U.S. history field is not
up to the task.
NMHR: Where is your current research taking you?
DUNBAR-ORTIZ: I started working on the idea of a research/writing project
more than twenty years ago that I set aside to write historical memoir, and my
most recent book that tries to comprehend the nature of the U.S. colonial system and how it still works and reproduces violence, interpersonal violence,
famously gun violence, and wars of near-genocidal aggression in Asia (including the Middle East). Now, I want to get back to that project. The first stage of it
will be a small book on the second amendment and the United States as a military state, not a military dictatorship but rather a military republic, pretty much
an oligarchy with many elections. Then I plan to tackle the lead up to the Civil
War with the guerrilla war in Missouri-Kansas, a study of what John Brown and
the abolitionists called “the border ruffians,” the pro-slavery guerrillas under the
leadership of William Quantrill. I want to answer the question: How is it that
118
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poor and working-class whites in the U.S. Southwest (Missouri, Arkansas, Oklahoma, northern Louisiana, and east Texas, then extending through migrations
such as the Dust Bowl into New Mexico, Arizona, California, and the Northwest) were, and many still are, brought up idolizing these pro-slavery guerrillas
as heroes? How is it that my siblings and I and every child we knew loved the
stories of Jesse James and the James gang, and my favorite heroine, Belle Starr,
without knowing they were pro-slavery guerrillas fighting the abolitionists in
Kansas, then transitioned to Confederate guerrillas once the Confederacy was
formed? The movies, such as Quantrill’s Raiders (1958), True Grit (1969; 2010),
and The Outlaw Josey Wales (1976), among hundreds of other lesser “westerns,”
lionized these figures, as did the folk music of Woody Guthrie, Bob Dylan, the
Band, and others. Beyond acknowledging W. E. B. DuBois’s conceptualization
of the privilege that racialized slavery bestowed upon even the poorest white
settlers and immigrants, I want to investigate this phenomena as not simply the
sickness of retrograde individual racists or false consciousness, but rather the
bedrock repressed unconscious of the United States.
NMHR: In your opinion, what topics are ripe for intervention by young scholars?
DUNBAR-ORTIZ: Military history; U.S. military history is too important to be
left to military historians and war enthusiasts.
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S tephen J. K unitz

•

Sophie Aberle among the Pueblos

W

hen Sophie Aberle (1896–1996) stepped off the train in Lamy,
New Mexico, in June 1927 to begin her first summer of research
at San Juan Pueblo, she had already received a PhD in anatomy
from Stanford University, one of the first—if not the first—women in the United
States to do so, and in September was to begin her first year at Yale Medical
School.1 These few details suggest that she was an unusual woman for her time.
Although she was unusual, her intellectual and political trajectory in her work
with Pueblo Indians reflected major trends in the larger American context, from
the scientifically respectable racism of her early years, through the liberal communitarianism of the New Deal Era, to the conservatism of the 1970s and 1980s.
To the extent that Aberle is known at all at present, it is for her early research
on vital statistics of the Pueblos, which remains a valuable source of historical
and contemporaneous demographic and epidemiologic data. However, her role
as superintendent of the United Pueblo Agency (UPA) during the New Deal,
and her later criticism of the Indian policy that she supported during those

Stephen J. Kunitz is professor emeritus in the Department of Public Health Sciences at the
University of Rochester School of Medicine and Dentistry, Rochester, NY. He has an MD from
the University of Rochester and an M.A. (History of Science and Medicine) and PhD (Sociology) from Yale. Much of his research has been with American Indians in the Southwest, where
he has investigated alcohol use and abuse, changing disease patterns and demography, and the
history of Indian policy in general and health care policy in particular. His most recent book
is Regional Cultures and Mortality in America (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2015).
The author would like to thank Charlotte Frisbie and an anonymous reviewer for their helpful comments.
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years are also worth understanding for they reveal many of the contradictory
and conflicting interests that have influenced policy since the Great Depression.
Aberle’s unpublished memoir does not reveal her early history, but it is clear
that she was an independent-minded person who had been influenced by a very
independent grandmother. She was raised by a well-to-do aunt and uncle in
California, who provided a private tutor and took her along when they visited
various mines they owned throughout the West. They also supported Aberle at
Berkeley and later at Stanford, when she transferred there to finish her undergraduate education and attend graduate school.2
Upon finishing her PhD, she became a research assistant in anthropology at
Yale and received support for a summer’s work at San Juan Pueblo. The funds
came from a grant awarded by the National Research Council’s Committee for
Research in Problems of Sex (CRPS) to Clark Wissler, an anthropologist who
was a member of the CRPS and curator at the American Museum of Natural
History in New York City, as well as a faculty member at Yale.3 His research
was primarily among Indians of the Northern Plains and included demographic studies as well as studies of folklore and material culture.4 He was highly
regarded by many in the profession and was active on numerous committees.
Also a believer in innate racial differences and Nordic superiority, he was a
member of the inner circle of the eugenicist Galton Society founded in 1918 by
Madison Grant. The Galton Society’s agenda was to protect white Protestant
Americans from genetic pollution by inferior races, especially Polish Jews, and
to counter the growing influence of the Boasian school of cultural anthropology
in universities and in the American Anthropological Association.5
Aberle wrote in her memoir: “The work of Sigmund Freud had just begun to
appear. The committee sponsoring my grant had been organized in response to
emerging public concern for social and sexual behavior. Discussions of divorce,
illegitimacy and prostitution were in the air.”6 She did not mention the eugenicist thinking of either Wissler, under whose direction she worked, or of Robert Yerkes, chairman of the CRPS. Nor did she mention the control of sexuality
in the interests of social stability, which was the goal of the CRPS and of the
Rockefeller Foundation’s Bureau of Social Hygiene, which had initially provided
the funds to support the committee’s work.7
According to Aberle, the grant was based on the assumption “that civilized
life was artificially complex as opposed to the simple, natural behavior of primitive peoples. Following out that idea, an investigator observing sex behavior
among the uncivilized would aim at recognizing one by one in the primitive
society the elemental constituent items of sex which are obscured by civilization.”8 The Pueblos, like the Samoans about whom Margaret Mead was writing at the same time, 9 were assumed to “cl[i]ng to their archaic customs . . . and
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consequently . . . their sexual habits would be simple and would shed light on
sexual relationships within our ‘complicated’ culture.”10
The Southwest, especially New Mexico, had become particularly attractive to people searching for an alternative to the increasingly urban industrialized world of early-twentieth-century America. In the Pueblos they believed
they had found true primitives, people who were close to nature, spiritual, and
spontaneous.11 Thus, in the years before World War II, New Mexico became a
popular destination for artists, writers, political activists, and anthropologists,
among whom were many women who found greater freedom there than they
had experienced in the relatively more-rigid society of the East Coast.12 Moreover, although the area was remote from the more-settled parts of the country,
it had become increasingly accessible as a result of the transcontinental railroad.
The magnificence of the scenery, the presence of agricultural indigenous people, and the proximity of several small cities made it at once attractive and relatively easy for field research. Thirty years before Aberle went to New Mexico,
a young woman from New York City visiting the Native pueblos of New Mexico and Arizona wrote home from Flagstaff, Arizona, “[T]his is a great place for
professors’ families and other intelligent travelers.”13
Aberle’s assumptions about the primitive nature of the Pueblos seemed to be
borne out by her observations concerning sexual behavior. In a section of her
memoir about her first summer at San Juan titled “What’s natural is right,” she
observed “that sex had no connotation of sin, that chastity was looked on with
disfavor, and sex for them was more casual than it was during the twenties in
the majority culture.”14 Nonetheless, she had not collected sufficient material to
write about sexual behavior, and in subsequent visits over the next several summers, she changed her focus to vital statistics.
Demographic Change among American Indians
Aberle’s work with Pueblo data occurred against the backdrop of a general
decline in indigenous populations in the Americas, a trend that, at the time she
began her research, had only recently reversed. Scholars generally agree that
prior to 1920 mortality from warfare, starvation, and epidemics, rather than
reduced fertility resulting from venereal diseases, had accounted for population
decline. However, the magnitude of the decline was, and is still, a matter of dispute,15 and the contribution of diminished fecundity is also uncertain.16
In his surveys of Indian tribes in the American Southwest and northern
Mexico in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, Aleš Hrdlička noted
that syphilis was known in all the tribes he visited but the extent of the disease
was unknown.17 As part of the same survey, he made a particularly close study
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of births and deaths among the San Carlos Apaches and the Pimas in central
and southern Arizona respectively. In the 1890s, among 37 postmenopausal San
Carlos women, the average number of births was 6.7; among 35 Pima women,
the average was slightly more than 7. He also reported that there were three
childless Pima women included in the group. If they were excluded, the average
rose to 7.7. However, 60 percent of children had died among the Apaches and 66
percent among the Pima. He concluded: “As the two tribes may be safely taken
as representatives of a large number of others living under similar conditions,
it is evident that the fertility of the Indian woman is in many localities, if not
generally, equal to the preservation of the race. It is not a deficient birth rate but
great mortality which keeps the majority of the tribes from increasing rapidly.”18
Similarly, the U.S. Census of 1900 indicated that childlessness was no more
common among Indians than among whites and African Americans, and that
the percentage of women who never married was less, and the total fertility
rate of married women was higher.19 Together, these observations indicate that
if syphilis and other sexually transmitted infections had a major demographic
impact on Indians in the eighteenth century and earlier,20 and among certain
island populations,21 by the second half of the nineteenth century they were no
longer significant, and certainly not in the American Southwest where Aberle
did her work. There, mortality was the major determinant of population change.
Pueblo Demography and Vital Statistics
In an unpublished and undated lecture on racial characteristics, Aberle
remarked that her studies were done to investigate whether there were physiological and psychological characteristics that correlated with such obvious features as skin color, shape of skull, facial features, and hair texture which differed
among races, including susceptibility to tuberculosis and syphilis.22 The inherited biological basis of racial differences in susceptibility to the major causes of
death was a widespread, 23 but not universally accepted, notion at the time. It is
not surprising that Aberle regarded it as a real possibility.24 During the interwar
years, it was widely agreed by many scientists that there were important biologically-based differences among races, even though such a view was in retreat.25
Moreover, Aberle had begun her career as a student of genetics; her major sponsor, Clark Wissler, was a well-known eugenicist; so were Robert Yerkes, and
John Campbell Merriam, president of the Carnegie Institution.26 Each of the
latter two headed organizations that funded Aberle’s research; all three were
members of the Galton Society,27 and it is reasonable to think she may have
been predisposed to share their assumptions about the genetic bases of racial
differences.28
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Whatever Aberle’s beliefs about the sources of racial differences, when she
described the origins of her research on vital statistics in her first publication
on the topic, she used somewhat different terms. She was, she wrote, testing the
assumption that had “crept into the literature . . . that primitive people do not
produce many children.” “The view regarding the low fecundity among primitive people,” she continued, “led [Alexander] Carr-Saunders to conclude in his
study of ‘The Population Problem’ that fecundity has increased with civilization.” 29 Aberle’s work examined in two neighboring pueblos, San Juan (Aberle’s
main base of operations) and Santa Clara. Although they were assumed to be
exemplary “primitive” people, they had been in intimate contact with the Spanish since the sixteenth century. Indeed, a major source of data was the parish
records of Christenings, marriages, and deaths from the early eighteenth century, which Franciscan missionaries had kept.
The Pueblos are comprised of several different language groups: Keresan,
Zuni, Hopi, and Tanoan. The latter are divided into the Tiwa, Towa, and Tewa.
The two Pueblos with which Aberle first worked are Tewa-speaking. The Tewa
are concentrated along the Rio Grande and its tributaries north of Santa Fe, an
area particularly well-suited for irrigation and thus very attractive to the first
Spanish settlers. Consequently, the Tewa were in especially close contact with
Europeans in general and the Catholic Church more specifically from an early
date. In comparison to other Pueblos in less-attractive areas, the Tewa had lost
the most land, and their kinship system had been modified. Unlike other Pueblos, which were matrilocal, Tewas had a bilateral kinship system, the result of
close contact with the Catholic Church and Europeans.30 The reason to mention
this long history of colonization is because, although they were poor, the Pueblos could hardly have been described as a “primitive” population free of contact
with Europeans. Aberle was aware of this fact, for not only did she present contemporary income data, but she wrote, “In the parish books of the eighteenth
century, the Franciscan Fathers have noted the assistance and advice they gave
the Indians in their agricultural pursuits, so it is apparent that the Indians have
been in direct contact with white people for over three centuries.”31
Aberle found that in San Juan and Santa Clara Pueblos, birth intervals in
the years 1779–1837 and 1892–1928 were essentially the same, about 24 months
in each. Based on surveys she conducted in each of the two Pueblos, on average women up to and including age 30 had experienced 3.8 pregnancies; women
ages 30–40, 7.6; and women above 40, 9.4. No evidence of sterility was found.32
She also observed that lues (syphilis) did not have an impact on childbirth. A
survey of several Pueblos from 1923–1924 showed that 10.9 percent of 426 individuals had positive Wassermann tests. In San Juan in particular, the percentage was 7.9.33 Comparing Pueblo women in the two periods with childbearing in
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other historic and contemporary populations, Aberle concluded that fecundity
did not increase with civilization and “fertility was dependent upon something
intrinsic in the human organism itself, rather than upon culture or environment.”34 Notably, there was no mention of racial differences.
Although infant deaths had only been mentioned in Aberle’s first study in
connection with the calculation of birth intervals, they were the topic of a second paper a year later. Her object was “to determine the death rate among children reared in a community under fairly primitive conditions.” She estimated
that infant mortality in the two Pueblos was 228.5 per 1,000 live births, more
than twice the rate for whites and slightly less than twice the rate for African
Americans estimated in a study of several American cities.35 She wrote, “The
very high mortality among Indian infants and children must be due to many
causes; but probably the most important cause is ignorance concerning the
treatment of women during parturition and the care and feeding of children.”36
Decades later, Aberle was roundly criticized as being insufficiently aware of the
impact of colonization, poverty, and the deprivation of land rights on Pueblo
communities, especially on the health of their people.37
Aberle framed a study of maternal mortality in five Native pueblos similarly: “The impression generally prevails that among the more primitive peoples
childbirth is a relatively simple and safe event for the mother.”38 On the contrary, she found that maternal mortality in the years 1927–1932 was at least seven
times higher than the rate in the rest of the United States. She observed that
childbirth practices, particularly “precautions . . . to insure sterilization,” were
unsafe. Indeed, a study of almost two thousand Indian deliveries in hospitals at
about the same time showed that maternal mortality was the same as in the general population, suggesting that it was lack of access to hospitals that accounted
for the very high Pueblo rate.39 Nonetheless, she concluded, “The high maternal mortality among the Pueblo Indians must be due, therefore, to their lack of
knowledge regarding the conduct of deliveries.” More generally, she concluded
that, in contrast to conventional wisdom, “child-birth [sic] among the more
primitive peoples is not a relatively simple and safe event for the mother.”40
The research described above was done in the early 1930s after Aberle finished medical school, and while she was a member of the Department of
Obstetrics and Gynecology at Yale, where she also carried out physiological
research, still sponsored by the Committee for Research in Problems of Sex.41
After a few years, however, she realized that as a woman her chances of academic advancement were slender, and not long after the paper on maternal
mortality was published, she left for a position at the Carnegie Institution. She
remained there for a year and was then—on the basis of her research among
Pueblos—offered a job by John Collier, commissioner of Indian affairs in the
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New Deal administration of Pres. Franklin D. Roosevelt. She was encouraged
by President Merriam of the Carnegie Corporation to take the position with the
Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA), “thinking it ideal to have a scientist engaged in
federal administration, conducting research in an area over which she had some
control. Such an arrangement, he thought, could solve many federal problems,”
a view with which she subsequently came to disagree.42 She accepted the position and in 1935 was made superintendent of the United Pueblo Agency, responsible for administration of all nineteen New Mexico Pueblos as well as three
small Navajo communities.43
The Reform of Federal Indian Policy
From the late 1800s through the 1920s, Federal Indian policy had attempted to
force the assimilation of Indians into larger American society by breaking up
reservations into individually-owned allotments, and by coercing Indian children to attend boarding schools where they were to learn English as well as
trades that would suit them for life as American citizens. By the 1920s, this policy was being challenged and modified by a new generation of reformers.44 John
Collier, who had offered Aberle the job at the United Pueblo Agency, was the
commissioner of Indian affairs when the transformation in policy took place
in earnest, and was a major author of those changes, beginning in the early
1930s.45 A great deal has been written about him and the BIA during his administration.46 Two aspects of the policy he pursued deserve emphasis: the liberal
communitarianism that underpinned it; and the important role of experts in
implementing it.
Collier’s involvement in Indian affairs began in 1920, when he was attracted
to New Mexico by Mabel Dodge Luhan, an old friend from his days in reform
work in New York City, where she had hosted a well-known modernist salon in
Greenwich Village.47 Collier became convinced that the only place in the United
States where it seemed at all possible to build the kind of community life he valued was among Indian tribes, particularly in the Southwest, and particularly
among the Pueblos.48 Like many others, Collier believed that in order for Indians to maintain their tribal way of life, their land base had to be protected. Thus,
shortly after arriving in New Mexico, and with the support of wealthy clubwomen49 and other philanthropists50 in California, he became the chief critic of
the Bureau of Indians Affairs until, in 1932, he himself was appointed Commissioner of Indian Affairs under President Roosevelt.
Protection of land rights was to be one of Collier’s major preoccupations
both during the time he was the BIA’s chief critic and later as its commissioner.
He was especially incensed by the Bursum Bill, which was introduced in 1922
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by Sen. Holm Bursum of New Mexico for the purpose of giving to non-Indians
who had illegally settled clear title to Pueblo land. The bill had its origins in the
fact that the Pueblos had been deemed superior to other Indians and, according to the United States v. Joseph decision of 1876, were not wards of the federal government. Therefore, they were allowed to sell or lease their lands.51 This
Supreme Court decision was reversed in 1913 by the United States v. Sandoval
decision, which concluded that in fact the Pueblo Indians were entitled to the
protection of the government and had been all along.52 As scholar Lawrence C.
Kelly wrote: “The practical effect of this reversal was to jeopardize the landholdings of some 3,000 non-Indians, representing 12,000 persons who, in various
ways, had obtained parts of the original Pueblo land grants. For years after 1913,
these claimants used every means available to evade the Supreme Court decision. Following the disclosure of this problem by a Congressional investigation
in 1921–1922, Senator Bursum of New Mexico introduced a bill to disentangle
the land situation.”53
Friends of the Indians, among them Collier, believed the bill unjustly favored
the present, non-Indian land holders and placed the burden on the Indians to
prove that the present occupants did not possess clear title. Normally, the burden of proof would have rested on the present occupants. Collier founded the
American Indian Defense Association to cooperate with Indians from various
pueblos, and the bill was defeated.54
When Collier became commissioner of Indian affairs under Roosevelt, he
was able to institute many of the reforms for which he had been agitating since
1920.55 Many social reformers felt comfortable in the New Deal administration because it represented both the importance of social planning by experts
in order to meet human needs rather than allowing the free market and economic considerations to dominate policy, and it was an attempt to re-establish
the bonds of community and ameliorate the hard lot of the poor while at the
same time avoiding the rhetoric and reducing the reality of class conflict.56
During his term as commissioner, Collier initiated many programs, perhaps
the most important of which was the Wheeler-Howard Indian Reorganization
Act of 1934 (IRA).57 The provisions of the IRA were intended to aid Indians
in maintaining their tribal life. It reversed the previous allotment policy, purchased land for landless Indians, and encouraged tribes to develop constitutions
in order to become self-governing and create institutions with which to negotiate with the federal government—while at the same time, it had the flexibility to deal with urban, industrial America, just as Collier had hoped could be
achieved with foreign-born immigrants to American cities.
On a somewhat smaller scale was the attempt to turn reservation day schools
into community centers. Indian boarding schools had represented an effort to
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“Americanize” Indians by taking them away from home and requiring them to
wear Anglo-European clothing, speak only English, and learn Western trades.
Not only were day schools less expensive than boarding schools, but it was
hoped that parents would learn from their children, that the school itself would
become the center of various community activities and enterprises, and that
children would gain an appropriate technical education while not becoming
alienated from their parents and tribal traditions and language.58
Yet another reform Collier initiated was the decentralization of the Bureau of
Indian Affairs bureaucracy into various area offices that would both be responsive to local Indian tribes in their area, and actively cooperate with them in initiating and carrying out programs of various sorts. 59
An important innovation Collier introduced was the use of anthropology
for administrative purposes. Indeed, William H. Kelly argued this practice was
the beginning of applied anthropology in the United States.60 Lawrence Kelly
observed that Collier’s contact with anthropologists began only after he had
become commissioner of Indian affairs.61 As commissioner, Collier initiated
several attempts to use anthropology to inform policy making:62
1. The short-lived Applied Anthropology Unit, the primary goal of which
was to help Indian tribes write constitutions under the authority of the
Indian Reorganization Act. This attempt failed largely because time
was short and the Unit had been established to support an already
existing policy, not to inform policy making.
2. The Soil Conservation Service experiment in land use planning on the
Navajo Reservation.
3. The Technical Cooperation-Bureau of Indian Affairs soil conservation
for work on several Indian reservations.
4. The Indian Education, Personality, and Administration Research
Project.
Anthropology served a similar purpose in each of the four projects: it was
meant to be a tool of administration. According to Scudder Mekeel, who first
directed the Applied Anthropology Unit, the IRA:
[C]losely resembles the British policy of “indirect rule” in that the
native political and social organization is strengthened by utilizing it for
administrative purposes. The policy behind the Indian Reorganization
Act differs, however, in objective. The objective of the Indian Reorganization Act is humane—rehabilitation of broken, pauperized, and demoralized, Indian groups. The aim of British colonial administration varies
from colony to colony. In some places it is the gathering of taxes from
the natives, in others it is the making available of a cheap labor supply,
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and so on. The similarity of British and present Indian Office policy in
regard to natives is in the technique for carrying out administration
objectives—the technique of working through native organization rather
than ignoring it or blasting it.63
In this context, the goal of anthropology was to guide the administration
of Indian affairs in what were believed to be the Indians’ own best interests.
Indeed, Collier and Laura Thompson were clear that the primary goal was not
academic but managerial.64
This was the reformed Bureau of Indian Affairs that Aberle joined after having spent several summers doing research among the Pueblos, and the organization within which she was able to pursue further research.65
Aberle and the United Pueblo Agency
Aberle’s transition from scientific investigator to federal bureaucrat was not
easy. Prior to her arrival, Collier had consolidated six Pueblo agencies into the
United Pueblo Agency (UPA), based in Albuquerque.66 There was considerable resistance to the change because some of the Pueblos believed their influence over policy would be diminished, and to Aberle both because she was a
woman and because she was inexperienced as an administrator. The opposition was led most vociferously by Mabel Dodge Luhan speaking on behalf of
Taos Pueblo. Both Luhan and Anna Ickes, wife of the secretary of the interior,
had opposed Aberle’s appointment because, according to Aberle, “both women
had worked for the Indian’s [sic] cause long before I came upon the scene, in
unofficial positions. Now I threatened to take away some of the special esteem
they felt they deserved, particularly as a woman working in an official capacity.”67 With Collier’s support, Aberle survived those initial difficulties, and even
became friendly with Luhan, though there was always some hostility toward her
from some Pueblos.
Aberle’s new position at the UPA seems to have influenced a shift in her
thinking. First, scientific racism was receding as a respectable position. Its
decline was largely hastened by advances in genetic knowledge, by the increasingly successful assimilation of European immigrants to American society, and
particularly by the growing abhorrence of the vicious racism of the Nazis, and
exemplified by the quiet death of the Galton Society in 1935.68 Second, Indian
policy had been radically transformed by the New Deal Administration of President Roosevelt. Moreover, Boasian cultural anthropology, which held that culture was more important than innate racial characteristics in shaping behavior,
was clearly ascendant within the anthropology profession in general and within
the Bureau of Indian Affairs in particular. All these developments may have had
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an impact on Aberle, but her exposure to the realities of poverty in the pueblos
seems to have deeply impressed her as well, for her subsequent research no longer mentioned racial biology and primitivism. For example in a survey of the
health of children in several different pueblos, physical examinations revealed a
high proportion suffering poor nutritional status, but Aberle and her coauthors
made no claim that this result reflected the lack of knowledge of modern nutrition, though poverty was not mentioned either.69
Poor economic conditions were mentioned, however, in each of two papers
on vital statistics published in 1939 and 1940, after Aberle had been UPA superintendent for several years. In the first paper, she and her co-authors wrote: “We
cannot consider here the many factors which, once controlled or improved, will
yield beneficial results. Diet, further sanitary improvements, the betterment of
the economic conditions of the Indian, and an increase in medical facilities may
be cited. Attention is already being turned to factors such as these and if such
efforts as are being made are continued without financial or political restriction we may expect to see results in a downward trend of mortality among the
Pueblo Indians.”70
A year later they wrote: “With the passage of the Reorganization Act of
1934 . . . a new policy in the administration of Indian Affairs was brought into
existence. Its most significant features are its recognition of the Indian tribal
councils as governing bodies of the pueblos, promotion of an enlightened educational policy, an extension of improved medical services, and most important,
a concerted effort to better the Indians’ economic condition.”71
It is not unreasonable to suppose that Aberle’s immersion in the administration of Pueblo affairs quickly familiarized her with the economic and medical
hardships the villagers confronted and influenced the way she understood her
data. Indeed, much of her tenure as superintendent was devoted to improving
the nutrition and public health of Pueblo communities, as well as to acquiring land and improving agriculture.72 These efforts included health education,
improved nutrition and hygiene, classes to teach food preservation, the building
of protected water supplies and sewage systems, the drainage of stagnant pools,
land acquisition, stock reduction and improvement, and scientific range management. In addition, and among the most contentious issues, was the reorganization of tribal governance.
The IRA had empowered tribes to develop constitutions that would make
it possible for them to become representative democracies. Aberle wrote that
among the Native pueblos, civil affairs had been controlled by the religious hierarchy in each community but that over time, the two—church and state—were
becoming increasingly separate, though “[D]evelopment has not progressed at
the same rate in all of the villages.”73 By the time she left office in 1944, only Santa
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Clara Pueblo had a written constitution that had been approved and accepted
by the Bureau of Indian Affairs, while several others had written constitutions
that had not yet been approved by the secretary of the interior.74 Broadly, the difficulties involved a conflict between new forms of representative government
and the theocratic structure of the pueblo villages, illustrated by the controversy
in Taos Pueblo over the use of peyote.
A small segment of the Taos population had joined the Native American
(peyote) Church and was disciplined by the officials of the pueblo. Aberle and
Collier intervened on behalf of the peyotists on the grounds that their civil rights
had been violated, and that U.S. law, which superseded Pueblo law, enforced a
separation of church and state. Mabel Dodge Luhan wrote to Sec. of the Int.
Harold Ickes: “Do you really mean that you are defending self-government when
you take the side of a few drug addicts against the efforts of the pueblo officers
to eradicate the usage of the Peyote drug? These officers are trying to deliver the
Indians from their bondage to a narcotic & you try to encourage them in the use
of it.”75 Although intemperate, Luhan was pointing out a real inconsistency in
the application of the policy of self-determination.
After she finished her tenure as superintendent, Aberle wrote a monograph
on Pueblo land, economy, and civil organization. In it she observed that both
involvement in the cash economy and exposure to scientific management of
range land had worked a change for the better in Pueblo civil society; such that
they were increasingly able to retain their vitality while still adjusting to the
larger U.S. society. She concluded with a statement somewhat at odds with the
policy she and Collier had pursued in the Taos peyote controversy: “Insofar as
the Federal Government limits its authority to handling Indian problems which
lie outside of the local tribal authority, and refrains itself from entering into
decisions which should be under the jurisdiction of Pueblo officials, just so long
will the Pueblo organizations continue to function effectively.”76 No longer were
Pueblos seen as primitives isolated from the currents of American life but as
peoples embedded in history and deserving protection and support.
After the Bureau of Indian Affairs
Aberle left the job as superintendent of the UPA in 1944. She had married William Brophy, an attorney who had previously worked on behalf of the Pueblos.
When he succeeded John Collier as commissioner of Indian affairs in 1945, they
moved to Washington, D.C. where she worked for the Division of Medical Sciences of the National Research Council (1944–1948) and studied malaria control, and where she co-authored77 a history of the NRC Committee for Research
on Problems of Sex with the distinguished anatomist George Corner.78 She
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also served on the first board of the National Science Foundation (NSF) from
1950–1958. Beginning in 1957, having returned to New Mexico, she and Brophy
worked for the Commission on the Rights, Liberties, and Responsibilities of the
American Indian sponsored by the Fund for the Republic, which issued its final
report in 1966. After Brophy’s death in 1962, Aberle assumed major responsibility for its completion.79
The final report of the commission concluded that the Indian Reorganization Act of 1934 had given Native tribes the tools to address their problems
themselves. “However, before the efficacy of the act could be adequately demonstrated,” the report stated, “World War II broke out; and after the war the old
attitude of trying to assimilate Indians by legislation reasserted itself, culminating in the termination resolution.”80 In the decade of the 1950s, the report
continued, the controversy over termination dominated discussions of Indian
policy. Indeed, several tribes had their federal recognition terminated, with what
the commission regarded as almost entirely negative consequences. As a result,
though the commission favored integration of Indians into the larger society,
it recommended that termination never be done without both the informed
consent of tribes themselves and sufficient safeguards to ensure they were not
cheated by private and state organizations. The commission noted, “[T]he fact
that Indians have grown weary of too much supervision and resentful of what
they feel to be the ‘father-knows-best’ attitude of the B.I.A. Yet, despite their
discontent, most existing tribes oppose termination because they are accustomed to a dependent relationship with the federal government and because
they know they are unprepared for a clean break.”81 By the time the report was
issued in 1966, Indian policy was once again changing as federal funds began
to flow from various Great Society programs into tribal governments and other
tribal entities, allowing them to manage their own affairs free of interference
from the BIA. In the 1970s, Pres. Richard Nixon formally reversed the policy of
termination.82
During the early 1970s, Aberle began working again with Pueblos. She had
raised money from the NSF, which supported a research project on Computer
Assisted Instruction (CAI) in schools serving Pueblo children. Aberle was the
principal investigator but worked as an employee under the supervision and
control of the All Indian Pueblo Council (AIPC). The money was channeled
through a university and could not be spent for nonresearch purposes. In the
mid-1970s this arrangement brought her in conflict with a Pueblo Indian school
administrator who wanted to use some of the money to pay unrelated expenses
incurred three years earlier. In her telling of the story, Aberle objected to what
she thought was a misuse of funds and, as a result, was fired by the AIPC. She
later wrote: “To the Indians it was of first importance to keep a brown-skinned
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sister out of trouble. My explanation about regulations was not believed. They
looked at me out of the corner of half-shut eyes, as if to say, ‘You are making up
a good white’s ‘excuses.’’ However, in one way, they were right. They could easily have got away with ignoring this regulation. I could not. Their accounts were
rarely if ever audited by the federal authorities. Mine were critically reviewed.”83
The letter of dismissal from the chairman of the AIPC claimed Aberle had
failed to coordinate her project proposals and travel to Washington, D.C. with the
office of the chairman and that she had submitted an independent proposal to the
NSF: “Your efforts to submit another proposal on behalf of the All Indian Pueblo
Council appears to be nothing more than an effort to promote your proposal with
the University of Albuquerque.” The chairman claimed this sort of action would
cause chaos within the AIPC, and so she was terminated. Aberle objected, claiming none of this was true and that due process had not been followed.84
Whatever the rights and wrongs of the case, the result was a transformation
in Aberle’s thinking about Indians in general and Pueblos in particular.
I was stunned. I could feel my heart beat, my mind was a blur. I thought
the Indians were my friends. They were not. I believed Indian parents
were enthusiastic enough to stand up for CAI. They were not. Then I
realized with a start that I had been seeing through rose-colored glasses
from a privileged position. My thinking had been derived from my liberal ideology which was popular in the forties. These products of my
imagination had clung to me for years, because of my strong desire
which was half conviction, half hope to have them true. Suddenly, with
dismal realization I saw my mistake and then considered what my fantasies had cost me in sheer toil and endless time.85
Aberle, who had been a friend and colleague of Collier’s when they both worked
for the BIA, attributed to his policies many of the problems she now saw clearly
for the first time. “The majority culture harbors two schools of thought about
the pueblos,” she wrote. The first, exemplified by Collier himself, emphasized
“Indian purity,” the lack of emphasis placed upon the accumulation of wealth,
freedom from hatred, closeness to the earth, and the blending of recreation
and worship. The second, “rarely mentioned except in whispers behind closed
doors, is based on the Indians being in many ways like the rest of us except
for their belief that all objects are animate. . . .” Aberle elaborated on both: “I
often heard snickers by the ‘old-timers’ of [the] BIA behind my back, when I
expanded on John Collier’s theme in which I thoroughly believed at the time.
The other school sees the Indians as humans like ourselves.” 86
She compared the Pueblos unfavorably with the Cherokees of Oklahoma:
“I found that the pueblos were the most archaic among the American Indians,
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and the Cherokees I met the most sophisticated. In fact, most of the Cherokee
were indistinguishable from the Anglos in dress, logical reasoning, and future
orientation.”87 The difference was accounted for by the fact that the Cherokees
had their reservations abolished in 1912 when Oklahoma became a state: “Without reservations in which to segregate, they resemble their neighbors. . . . The
Cherokee demonstrate that Indians can be a contributing part of the white society.”88 Aberle argued this was not true of the Pueblos, especially those who had
remained on their reservations. Self-government, which she thought she had
been encouraging as superintendent of the UPA, was simply a way for tribal
leaders to retain power, not to deal effectively with the problems faced by their
communities.89
Elaborating on her critique, she believed that the Pueblos were unwilling to
do their own farming and instead leased land to non-Indians, nor did they use
the water to which they had rights but would—and probably should—lose it to
the city of Albuquerque that had need for it.90 Almost every job that required
technical administrative skill was occupied by three people: “The head is usually an Indian without specific knowledge and training for the particular position he fills; the second-in-command almost always, an Anglo expert with the
necessary training and background; and the third, an Indian trainee. One wonders whether the trainee is being groomed to fill the first or second position.”91
To Aberle breaking up reservations and assimilating Indians were the only
ways to force Indians to become part of the larger society:
As I see the problem facing the pueblos during this first year of the eighties, it appears to me impossible for the Indians to become members of
the majority culture, submit to competition and work for their own basic
needs, while holding on to their subsidies and clinging to their ancient
ways. Such Indians are ‘kept’ people. But they reason, “If I can get by
with the way things are set up for me, and there is stability, why change?”
The only way to get Indians to consider other ways will be to permit stability to be more miserable than change. Any unwanted change in pueblo
life will be blamed on ‘whitie,’ until such time when they come to understand that need is not synonymous with what they want.92
She continued a few pages later, arguing that subsidizing Indians “puts a distinct burden on the tax payer. Now is the time to question what these ‘reform
policies’ have done to the people who are paying for the ‘reform.’ . . . . Is a culture
worth preserving that must be subsidized at the expense of another culture?”93
At this point, she had completely repudiated her beliefs as embodied in the
recommendations of the final report of the Commission on the Rights, Liberties,
and Responsibilities of the American Indians, which had been critical of terKunitz / Sophie Aberle among the Pueblos
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mination of federal recognition and had provided case studies of its deleterious consequences for the tribes that had been terminated.94 She now believed
that the maintenance of reservations would continue to create dependent people who were unable to engage effectively with the larger society. “Whom you
would destroy,” she wrote, “Subsidize.”95
Conclusion
Aberle’s professional career working with Pueblo Indians covered about fifty years
(1927–1977) and included a central role in what was perhaps the most innovative administration in Indians affairs of the entire twentieth century. Service by
women in positions of authority during the New Deal was not uncommon, and
many remarkable women made their lives and careers, both within and outside
government, in New Mexico during the interwar years. Aberle exemplified both.
John Collier offered her the job as superintendent of the newly organized
UPA undoubtedly due to her earlier research among the Pueblos and his belief
that scientific experts were particularly well-suited to manage the complex
affairs of contemporary society. This faith, shared by many Progressives and
New Dealers, was embraced at one time by Aberle herself. Beginning in the
1960s, anthropologists and other social scientists harshly criticized administration by scientists or technocrats as simply a cloak for colonialism, a means of
manipulating Indians while creating the illusion of autonomy and self-determination.96 There is evidence to support this interpretation of both the Progressive
Era and the New Deal,97 but it is only part of the truth. For, as Washburn has
observed, Collier had to deal not only with Indians but with the U.S. Congress,
which was often hostile to Indian interests.98 Without creation of tribal governments as part of the Indian Reorganization Act, there would have been no entities with which the federal and state governments and private industries could
deal, and Indian interests would have continued to be decimated as they had
been before the New Deal.
Moreover, administrators like Aberle believed deeply that they were working
in the best interests of Indians, not that they were manipulating them in their
own interests or those of the federal government. That is why she was so disillusioned when, in the 1970s, she was fired by the All Indian Pueblo Council, an
organization with which Collier had collaborated in the 1920s to fight the Bursum Bill.99 She had given herself to a cause in which she believed deeply, only to
be rejected when times changed.
Indeed, times had changed. Anthropologists became critical of what they saw
as the colonialism of the BIA during the New Deal Era, but more importantly,
Indian tribes and pan-Indian groups became far more assertive than in the past,
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demanding more control over their own affairs and resources, and reclaiming
lands that had been lost to non-Indians.
The demands of Indians for greater self-determination had important consequences, for not only the policy of termination of federal recognition was
rejected as a moral and practical failure by a Republican president, but the special relationship between tribal governments and the federal government was
affirmed first by President Nixon and then by Pres. Ronald Reagan, and Congress passed legislation in the mid-1970s empowering tribes and tribal entities
to contract with the federal government to manage schools, hospitals, and other
services. The All Indian Pueblo Council was at the forefront of such changes,
including the building of the Pueblo Cultural Center in Albuquerque in the
1970s with funds from the Economic Development Administration. It was also
among the first Indian organizations to take over management of schools serving Pueblo students, which were previously managed by the BIA.100
There was, however, a severe backlash, as comments by President Reagan and his Sec. of the Int. James Watt indicated. Watt claimed that reservations exemplified the “failures of socialism,” and the President, in off-the-cuff
remarks in Moscow, invited Indians to “be citizens along with the rest of us.”101
But more than inflammatory language was involved, for the Reagan administration’s statement on Indian policy noted, “It is important to the concept of
self-government that tribes reduce their dependence on federal funds by providing a greater percentage of the cost of their self-government.”102 In practice
this meant reduced funding for Indian tribes. The statement continued, “It is
the free market which will supply the bulk of the capital investments required
to develop tribal energy and other resources.”103 As George Pierre Castile has
observed, “The key similarities between the nineteenth-century assimilationist
view and the Reagan doctrines are in the emphasis on self-sufficiency, individualism at the expense of the collective, and a stress on private economic enterprise rather than communal.”104
Aberle’s disillusionment in the late 1970s with the policies she had supported
throughout her career, while precipitated by the painful rejection she had experienced, was also consistent with the widespread reaction to Indian assertiveness and with the reemergence of an assimilationist and individualistic ideology
occurring at the same time. Sounding like Secretary Watt, she wrote in 1984 to a
friend of “the central reality of our time—namely—socialism fails.”105
Despite her early interest in scientific racism, there is no evidence of racism in her publications from the 1920s or in her memoirs written five decades
later. Her criticisms of Indians, especially the Pueblos, were based upon her
hostility to the reservation system and to the dependency that she believed it
fostered. Indeed, the ideology of assimilation is arguably antithetical to the
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assumption that races are unequal, for it assumes that integration in schools,
housing, jobs, and marriage is at once desirable and possible, as revealed by
her praise of the Oklahoma Cherokees. Her intellectual and ideological trajectory over more than fifty years thus mirrored changes in the culture more generally. She began in the 1920s with the then intellectually respectable scientific
racism prevalent at the time, progressed to the communitarian liberalism of
the New Deal, and ended with an individualistic reaction to the New Deal in
the 1970s and 1980s.

Sophie D. Aberle. Photograph courtesy
Sophie D. Aberle Photograph Collection,
Center for Southwest Research, University
Libraries, University of New Mexico.
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El proceso de formación del obispado de Nuevo
México

Segunda parte
Introducción

E

n la primera parte de este trabajo se han estudiado los persistentes
esfuerzos de los misioneros franciscanos y sus autoridades por erigir un
obispado bajo su égida, así como la sistemática confrontación que sostuvieron con los obispos de la diócesis de Durango durante buena parte del siglo
XVIII hasta casi lograr la creación del obispado de Nuevo México a principios
del siglo XIX.
Esta segunda parte de la última etapa franciscano-diocesana en Nuevo México aborda el proceso que culminó finalmente con la creación del tan añorado
obispado de Nuevo México. Durante el tramo temporal que va de 1833 a 1850,
como se verá, el obispo de Durango Antonio Zubiría y Escalante puso una
atención especial a la provincia neomexicana como ningún antecesor lo había
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hecho. Su objetivo: tener un mejor conocimiento del estado económico y religioso de sus habitantes, poseer un mayor control de ellos a través de sus clérigos
representantes, e introducir las reformas necesarias para consolidar su presencia en esa parte de su jurisdicción. De ahí las tres visitas pastorales que realizó.
En tanto, la presencia de los franciscanos iba en declive, y el clero diocesano en aumento, mientras el proyecto de obispado parecía quedar en segundo
plano. No obstante, durante este periodo se reunían las condiciones necesarias para la fundación del tan ansiado obispado. El hecho decisivo fue la adjudicación de la provincia neomexicana al clero estadounidense, derivado de las
consecuencias de la guerra de los Estados Unidos contra México en 1847.
Visita del Obispo Antonio Zubiría y Escalante a la provincia de Nuevo
México
Como se dijo antes, después de la muerte del marqués de Castañiza, la diócesis
de Durango quedó en sede vacante como muchas otras, a causa de la imposibilidad de que el gobierno republicano independiente pudiera ejercer el derecho de patronato heredado de la época colonial. Una vez superado el conflicto
a raíz del establecimiento del acuerdo entre el papa Gregorio XVI y la América
Española en 1831, relativo al Real Patronato, fueron nombrados varios obispos
de las diócesis mexicanas, entre ellos el de Durango. Así, José Antonio Laureano
López de Zubiría y Escalante fue consagrado obispo de la diócesis duranguense
el 28 de agosto de 1831. Zubiría gobernó largo tiempo la diócesis, desde esa fecha
hasta 1863, año en que murió; durante ese período le tocó enfrentar las constantes envestidas del gobierno republicano que derivaron en la mengua de la autoridad eclesiástica.1
Una de las grandes preocupaciones del nuevo diocesano fue conocer personalmente y en forma directa el estado que guardaba el obispado a su cargo.
En razón de ello, el obispo Zubiría realizó su primera visita pastoral a Nuevo
México en 1833. Habían transcurrido sesenta y tres años desde que el prelado
Pedro Tamarón y Romeral visitó este territorio. Esta vez los franciscanos ya de
por sí cansados y menguado su número, no opusieron resistencia a este jerarca
de la iglesia; por el contrario, le auxiliaron en todo cuanto estuvo a su alcance.
Zubiría, por su parte, manifestó en todo momento su más vehemente interés
en conocer de vista y de viva voz de los clérigos y misioneros la situación que
guardaba el cuidado espiritual de sus fieles. Él decretó las medidas necesarias
para corregir anomalías donde las encontró, así como para propiciar mejoras
donde era necesario. Su visita comprendió prácticamente todos los pueblos y,
desde luego, los curatos y parroquias, desde El Paso, donde inició su itinerario
el mes de mayo para concluir en noviembre de ese año.
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Durante su visita ocurrieron varios hechos memorables. El primero de ellos
fue el nombramiento del vicario general del territorio en la persona de Juan
Felipe Ortiz “con la ceremonia prescrita [por] el ritual romano y el pontifical de
obispos,” el 25 de junio de 1833.2 Este fue un acto por el que se restablecía la autoridad del obispo de Durango. El padre Ortiz perduraría en su calidad de máxima figura eclesiástica local hasta la fundación del obispado de Nuevo México.
Investido del título de cura propio de la Capital de Santa Fe, y vicario foráneo de
la misma y de todo el Territorio del Nuevo México a ejercer por cinco años, el
presbítero D. Juan Felipe Ortiz recibió del obispo Zubiría facultades extraordinarias para su buen desempeño. Estos poderes incluyeron: otorgar dispensas de
legitimidad a hijos naturales cuando se concedan las dispensas matrimoniales,
así como dispensar a los gentiles e infieles que tuvieran muchas mujeres cuando
se convirtieran y bautizaran para que se quedaran con la que más quisieran y
ésta aceptara ser cristiana, entre otras. Como se puede entender, el amancebamiento y la endogamia eran cosa corriente entre los indios. Otras de las facultades
más importantes eran: “1ª Absolver de qualesquiera casos y censuras reservadas
sean sinodales o papales, incluso el crimen de herejía mixta,” y la “3ª; Conceder
indulgencia plenaria a los que recién convertidos de la herejía: y también a qualesquiera fieles en el artículo de la muerte, estando algunos contritos si no pudieren confesarse.”3 Al parecer Zubiría consideraba que los nativos neo-mexicanos
seguían cometiendo actos de herejía.
En razón de ello y consecuente con su ortodoxia católica, Zubiría se mostró
intolerante ante la religiosidad popular de la feligresía neomexicana. Así, encontrándose en Taos en julio de 1833, después de constatar la práctica “generalizada en el territorio la propagación de imágenes de toda clase de santos muy
deformes y que por lo mismo no pueden ser expuestas a la adoración de los
fieles,” mandó al cura Antonio José Martínez instruyera a sus feligreses “para
que no compren tales imágenes a los escultores o pintores” y le prohibió expresamente que las bendijera.4 Zubiría era igualmente abierto partidario del neoclasicismo decimonónico. Por eso, al momento de consagrar la catedral de
Durango en 1844 mandó cambiar los antiguos retablos de madera por altares
de cantera, tal vez así quería ver todas las iglesias de su diócesis.5 Tal reacción
condenatoria de las imágenes sagradas populares que encontró en Nuevo México fue un atentado contra la arraigada tradición de los santeros, que sobrevive
hasta nuestros días.
Pero donde el obispo duranguense actuó con mayor virulencia fue en la villa
de Santa Cruz de la Cañada, en que decretó la prohibición “de cierta hermandad de penitentes que ha habido en esta villa ya antigua, los cuales desatendiendo y por ventura no haciendo mayor aprecio de los medios de reconciliación
obligatoria y más fáciles de practicarse, se emplean algunos días en penitencias
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corporales muy duras cargando pesadas cruces hasta con distancias de más de
dos leguas.”6 En tono aun más duro, en la carta pastoral que dirigió a los fieles de
Nuevo México al término de su visita, mandó a los sacerdotes atajar otro grande
mal: “En conclusión de este artículo para atajar otro grande mal, que puede ser
aun mayor [en] adelante, prohíbo esas hermandades de penitencia o más bien de
carnicería que han ido tomando crecimiento al abrigo de una tolerancia indebidas . . . no se prohíbe la penitencia moderada que es tan saludable al espíritu
pero hágase esta con consejo, hágase con edificación, hágase sin reuniones malamente llamadas hermandades que se han tenido autoridades, ninguna legal . . .”7
En fin, recomendó que se hicieran en privado. En este aspecto el obispo Zubiría
actuó como un reformador que se propuso corregir toda clase de lo que él consideraba estaba fuera de los cánones de la ortodoxia católica.
Finalmente, en su empeño por consolidar la institución eclesiástica en la
provincia neomexicana, destacó su preocupación por la situación que guardaban los curatos que se encontraban sin curas, como Tomé y Alburquerque.
Lo mismo ocurría con las capellanías de las compañías presidiales de Santa
Fe, Chihuahua y San Buenaventura. Por ello el obispo convocó a concurso de
oposición para cubrir las vacantes.8
Leyes sobre provisión de curatos y de secularización de misiones
Si las misiones de la provincia de Nuevo México habían entrado en una nueva
fase de conflicto con la diócesis de Durango a partir del proceso de formación
del vicariato, otro tanto le ocurriría a la jerarquía eclesiástica de dicho obispado
a finales de 1833 y principios de 1834 con la expedición de las leyes federales
que afectaban los intereses materiales diocesanos. Este sería el principio de un
largo conflicto entre Estado e Iglesia que culminaría en la guerra de Reforma,
de 1857 a 1860, en el que se jugó la secularización de la sociedad e instituciones
mexicanas.9
A su regreso de Nuevo México, al obispo Zubiría le tocó enfrentar la ley de
3 de noviembre de 1833, emitida por el congreso general de la nación, en que se
disponía:
Art. 1º.- Se proveerán en propiedad de todos los curatos vacantes y que
vacaren de la república, en individuos del clero secular . . . ; Art. 2º.Se suprimirán las sacristías mayores de todas las parroquias, y las que
actualmente las sirven serán atendidas en la provisión de curatos . . . ;
Art. 5º.- Los reverendos obispos y gobernadores de los estados que falten
a lo prevenido en esta ley, sufrirán una multa de quinientos pesos a seis
mil pesos por primera y segunda vez, y por la tercera serán extrañados
de la república y ocupadas sus temporalidades . . .”10
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Sr. Obispo de Durango Dn. José
Antonio Laureano de Zubiría.
Imagen cortesía Galeria Episcopal de
Catedral.

Como se puede apreciar, los artículos dos y cinco atentaban directamente los
intereses materiales y la autoridad de los diocesanos. En razón de ello, el obispo
Zubiría se opuso tenazmente a acatarla sin importarle las consecuencias. En
principio, consideró que las leyes significaban un “despojo” del derecho y los
bienes de la iglesia como inadmisible la cesión de facultades a las autoridades
civiles en la designación de párrocos: “ . . . concediendo a las autoridades de
este orden [civil] toda la muy notable intervención que en ella consta para el
nombramiento de los párrocos: facultad por cierto, enteramente desconocida
en la Iglesia cristiana . . .”11 Obviamente hacía caso omiso de las leyes de Indias
que dieron figura al Real Patronato durante el período colonial y en donde
los monarcas españoles poseían amplios poderes en la designación incluso de
cardenales, arzobispos y obispos. El punto ahora era hacer valer en todas sus
implicaciones la declaración del acta de constitución de la nación mexicana
que declaró la religión católica como única. De ahí se derivaba, según la interpretación que hacían los prelados, los derechos inalienables y autónomos de la
iglesia en México.
En suma, Zubiría afirmaba categórico que dicha ley: “se halla completamente
fuera de la órbita,” debido a que no eran atribuciones del poder temporal, puesto
“que pertenece exclusivamente a la jurisdicción de la Iglesia también soberana en
su línea.” Por tanto, concluyó, “siendo pues yo el obispo legítimo de esta diócesis,
a mí, y sólo a mí corresponde ella el ejercicio de estas funciones, con sujeción únicamente a las gracias que por el bien mismo de la Iglesia juzgue conveniente conceder a algún otro su cabeza universal y primado de la Iglesia el Romano Pontífice
. . . .”12 Bajo esos postulados, el obispo Zubiría se resistió rotundamente . . . .
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a la aplicación de la mencionada ley. Mientras tanto, el 16 de abril de 1834 se
expidió la ley sobre la secularización de las misiones, que establecía: “Art. 1º
Se secularizan todas las misiones de la República. Art. 2º Las misiones se convertirán en curatos, cuyos límites demarcarán los Gobernadores de los Estados
donde existan dichas misiones.”13 A la cual también se opuso intransigentemente. A ella se agregó otra, la del 5 de mayo de ese mismo año, en la que se
decretaba que la ejecución del artículo 3 de la ley de 17 de diciembre del año
anterior “será de treinta días, que deben contarse a partir de la publicación de
este decreto,” y se añadió: “Art. 3º Los reverendos obispos, cabildos eclesiásticos
y gobernadores de las mitras que no contesten en el término establecido en el
artículo anterior, o que en sus contestaciones indiquen alguna oposición o resistencia al cumplimiento de este decreto, y de la ley de 17 de diciembre del año
anterior, serán extrañados para siempre del territorio de la República, ocupándose además sus temporalidades.”14 En tanto, el jefe político de Nuevo México escribe al ministerio de Justicia y Negocios Eclesiásticos manifestando sus
dudas respecto a la aplicación de la ley sobre secularización de misiones debida
a la oposición del obispo de Durango al artículo 2º de la ley de 17 de diciembre
de 1833. En esta comunicación pidió “se le diga lo que deba hacer en el particular.”15 Al parecer no hubo respuesta, tal vez por el giro que tomaron las cosas.
El obispo Zubiría resolvió acogerse al decreto de expulsión del estado con tal
de no permitir la ejecución de las mencionadas leyes.16 No obstante, esa decisión
retardó su salida aprovechando para escribir una serie de documentos en los que
exaltó su situación de víctima y mártir de la tiranía. El gobernador del estado,
Basilio Mendarózqueta, tuvo que presionarlo para que apurara la salida de la capital inmediatamente el 13 de mayo de 1834, con discreción y sigilo, a fin de evitar
alterar “la tranquilidad pública.” Y le advierte el gobernador que “ . . . lo primero [que] debe prever V.S.Y. que después de su resistencia al cumplimiento de
las leyes el Gobierno no puede reconocer en su persona la autoridad Eclesiástica
que forzosamente ha de pasar a otras manos; y en tal evento, ni el encargado de
la mitra podrá obrar con plena libertad; y V.S.Y hacía un papel o desairado o
demasiado influyente; extremos que el gobierno quiere absolutamente evitar.”17
Fue así como salió de la capital del estado para dirigirse a la población de Nieves
(estado de Zacatecas) donde permaneció poco tiempo, hasta que los ánimos se
calmaron y la situación política volvió a favorecer su labor pastoral.18
En su breve destierro recibió importantes apoyos de los zacatecanos. El
guardián del Colegio de Guadalupe le ofreció “asilo” en sus aposentos, en tanto
que el gobierno del estado le brindó la oportunidad de vivir donde a él le placiera.19 Sin embargo, el melodrama duró muy poco tiempo, pues a principios
del mes de julio en el “opulento y católico Estado de México se ha restituido el
imperio de la religión y de la ley,” es decir, se habían echado abajo las leyes que
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causaron el conflicto de autoridad con la iglesia. Vino luego el decreto presidencial expedido por el general Antonio López de Santa Anna por el que se
suspendió la aplicación del decreto de destierro de los obispos y eclesiásticos
que se resistieron a las leyes mencionadas. Así se lo comunicó el gobernador
Mendarózqueta al obispo Zubiría el 18 de julio de 1834 en carta oficial, en la
que le informó al respecto y le pide que regrese a ocupar nuevamente la sede de
su diócesis ofreciéndole toda clase de facilidades para el viaje de regreso.20 Así
terminó este primer escarceo entre Estado e Iglesia, del cual el ganador fue el
obispo Zubiría, quien salió fortalecido por el momento.
El triunfo del clero mexicano ante el Estado, al impedir que no se hicieran
efectivas las leyes sobre provisión de curatos y detener la secularización de misiones con la intervención directa de los gobiernos de los estados y territorios
haciendo uso de los derechos de patronazgo, marcó, no obstante, el inicio de
una confrontación abierta entre ambas potestades, que no sería resuelta sino
hasta la época de la Reforma. Sin embargo, no dejó de tener efectos inmediatos.
En principio quedó claro que los gobernadores podían ejercer su autoridad en
asuntos religiosos dentro de sus respectivas jurisdicciones cuando fuese necesario. De igual manera, un sector importante de la sociedad siguió alentando un
creciente sentido anticlerical que presionaría hacia la formulación y aplicación
de leyes reformistas.
Ante ello, la jerarquía eclesiástica se hizo más beligerante en la vida social y
política, como estrategia para defender sus intereses materiales, en detrimento
de los espirituales. En el caso particular de Durango, algunos de los miembros
del cabildo eclesiástico fueron diputados locales en varias ocasiones a partir de ese entonces y hasta finales de la década de los cuarenta. Este giro tuvo
efectos negativos sobre todo en la atención efectiva, real, de los fieles y los
operarios de la iglesia, particularmente en los confines del obispado, como
la Provincia de Nuevo México, donde se deja sentir un alejamiento cada vez
mayor por parte de las autoridades diocesanas. Por el contrario, se aprecia una
actitud de encerramiento, de contracción, focalizada dentro de la capital y del
estado de Durango.
Hacia la formación del obispado de Nuevo México
En medio de esa situación en la que se desenvolvería la diócesis de Durango, en
1844 se volvió a plantear la conveniencia de erigir el obispado de Nuevo México por acuerdo de la Asamblea Departamental de esta entidad.21 Esta soberana instancia se dirigió a la Cámara de Diputados de la República para exponer
nuevamente dicho planteamiento. La asamblea nacional, por su parte, resolvió
enviar el siguiente documento al obispo de Durango:
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Ilmo. Sr. Don José Antonio de Zubiría, Obispo de Durango.
Sala de Comisiones de la Cámara de Diputados.- Ilmo. Señor.- Con
fecha 11 de enero del año pasado de 1844 dirigió la Exma. Asamblea de
Nuevo México a la Cámara de Diputados un iniciativa para la creación
de un Obispado en la capital de aquel Departamento de conformidad
con lo dispuesto por las Cortes Españolas de 26 de enero y 1º de mayo
de 1813 y por el Congreso Mexicano en 19 de julio de 1823.- La Comisión de Negocios Eclesiásticos que tengo el honor de presidir, y a cuyo
examen se pasó esta iniciativa, no puede abrir dictamen sobre ella hasta
no oír a V.S. Ilma. y a su venerable Cabildo cuanto tengan a bien exponer
en la materia; por lo que a nombre de la misma comisión, ruego a V.S.
Ilma. se digne manifestarme su voluntad, así como la de aquel respetable
cuerpo sobre un negocio en que son interesados, por pertenecer actualmente el territorio del Departamento de Nuevo México a esa diócesis
del muy digno cargo de V.S. llma. sirviéndose ministrar a esta Comisión un informe sobre el valor a que suelen llegar los productos decimales
en el mismo territorio, y a juicio de V. Ilma. puede bastar para cubrir
la congrua y demás atenciones de la mitra cuya erección se solicita.Aspirándose a que este asunto sea despachado en el presente período
de sesiones, tengo necesidad de suplicar a V.S. llma. se digne remitir su
contestación con toda la brevedad posible, y aceptar con este motivo las
seguridades de mi muy distinguida consideración y aprecio.
Dios y Libertad, México 8 de febrero de 1845.
José María Hernández.22
El gobernador del Departamento se unió a los acuerdos de la junta legislativa
y con ese motivo se dirigió al ministerio de Justicia e Instrucción Pública el
19 de enero de 1834, donde señaló también el acuerdo de la asamblea de que
fuese creado un seminario de estudios mayores con sede en Santa Fe.23 El obispo
Zubiría recibió el oficio de la Cámara de Diputados camino a Nuevo México a
realizar su segunda visita pastoral. Remite respuesta de Villa de Allende, Chihuahua, el 2 de marzo de 1845, en la que afirma: “ . . . Digo pues a V.S. a correo
vuelto del recibo de su citada, que yo me he de adherir gustosamente, sea la que
fuese, a la resolución que se dicte sobre la referida erección de mitra.”24 En ella
aclaró que no le sería posible informar acerca de los productos decimales generados en el territorio de Nuevo México por no contar con la información a la
mano, por lo que ofreció mandar pedirla a Durango para que se remita oportunamente. Advirtió sin embargo de la estrechez de tales recursos:
. . . aunque apreciaría muy sinceramente decir lo contrario, no puedo
menos, por la idea que tengo en general de la decadencia de tales
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productos, que informar a V.S. que si con solo ella ha de contarse, no
habrá como suele decirse, ni para empezar, á tiempo que según mi vista
de ojos en mi visita de aquellas iglesias practicada en el año de 1833, no
hay en lo absoluto en Nuevo México ningunos otros fondos, ni recursos
de la esfera eclesiástica con que contar, si no es el muy escaso y precario
de algunas que otras dispensas matrimoniales concedidas a gentes no
infelices . . .”25
A lo que añadió que no era que en su presente visita que estuvo por comenzar,
encontraría mejora alguna en ese rubro.
Debemos destacar la buena disposición que mostró el obispo Zubiría para la
creación del nuevo obispado que habría de desprenderse del que él gobernaba.
Las únicas reservas que tenía eran las relativas a los fondos con que debía sostenerse, por lo demás no parecía tener ningún inconveniente. Muestra de ello fue
la abierta disposición que mostró durante su segunda visita para la designación
de curas en el Departamento de Nuevo México a través de “concurso particular”
y no “general” al que podían optar únicamente para sacerdotes que fueran del
mismo o de Chihuahua. Entre las razones relativas a esta decisión destacaba que
no había curas en el resto del país dispuestos a concursar y que en caso de obtener
las plazas, no tomaban el cargo debido a la enorme distancia y las dificultades de
traslado; pero la razón más fuerte era que “ . . . habiendo por otra parte en la actualidad, mayor número de eclesiásticos, todos hijos de aquel Departamento entre
quienes pueda verificarse el mencionado particular concurso por nuestra facultad
ordinaria y las más amplias del obispo en visita, para el presente convocaremos
para la referida provisión . . .”26 Apertura por un lado, pero por otro lado, también muestra de que el clero de Nuevo México estaba en posibilidades reales de
sostener por sí solo una nueva iglesia; los franciscanos por su parte, veían cada vez
más reducidas sus propias posibilidades de existencia en esa provincia.
Muestra de la menguada capacidad de los franciscanos por sostenerse en
esas tierras, fue la designación del custodio de las misiones de Nuevo México
por la Provincia del Santo Evangelio a instancias del obispo Zubiría, como lo
reconocería el propio provincial: “De algún tiempo acá el Ilmo. Señor Obispo
de Durango no ha dejado de hacer las más vivas ecsitaciones para que esta provincia hoy de mi cargo, provea de custodio de aquellas misiones de Nuevo México, en algún religioso de educación, literatura y sana moral . . . .”27 De acuerdo
con ello, se nombró a fray Mariano de Jesús López. Pero el problema inicial era
la falta de recursos económicos para emprender tal prolongado viaje de la ciudad de México a Santa Fe. Eso no era lo más grave, el nuevo custodio consideraba que su nombramiento era más un castigo que un premio. Este franciscano
opinaba de su misión:
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Las urgentísimas necesidades que en lo espiritual están padeciendo
aquellas gentes reclaman imperiosamente que sin pérdida de tiempo
pase yo a desempeñar las obligaciones que me impone aquel destino,
en el cual voy a hacer servicios no solamente religiosos; sino verdaderamente nacionales. Esta reflexión y el celo que me anima por el bien de las
Almas, me han hecho practicar desprendimientos grandes y generosos:
Así es, que me he separado de mis amados parientes, y me he privado de
las dulzuras de la sociedad; para confinarme, por decirlo así, a un destierro en regiones remotísimas, entre gentes bárbaras, en su mayoría, y
en un clima frigidísimo . . .”28
A estas lamentables declaraciones de fatal conciencia misional añadía la falta
de dinero para ir a cumplir con su responsabilidad. No sabemos si se trasladó.
Muy lejos había quedado el férreo espíritu de los primeros misioneros franciscanos dispuestos incluso a brindar sus vidas por la salvación de las almas de
los “infieles.” Mas en el fondo el testimonio del fraile López dejaba en claro la
visión negativa que se habían hecho los religiosos y clérigos de un Nuevo México lejano, hostil, inclemente, y lugar de “destierro.” Las medidas implementadas por el diocesano de Durango para la dotación de curatos privilegiando a
los eclesiásticos nativos iban, de alguna manera, también en ese sentido. Sin
embargo, el aspecto revelador de todo esto era la creciente presencia de los nuevomexicanos en el terreno religioso e intelectual, que apuntaría, como en lo
político, hacia expresiones de mayor autonomía.29
Ya en Santa Fe, a donde Zubiría debió de haber llegado a finales de junio o
principios de julio de 1845, concentró su tiempo en atender la provisión de los
curatos vacantes, convocando para ello a concurso en los términos antes expresados. Así, apoyado por el vicario foráneo, Juan Felipe Ortiz y los sinodales
designados para la ocasión, se procedió a examinar a los candidatos durante
los últimos días de julio y principios de agosto. Se presentaron diez aspirantes
para ocupar los ocho curatos que se encontraban vacantes, mismos que al parecer fueron cubiertos, según deja ver el propio prelado, quien escribía el 18 de
septiembre de ese año: “Habiendo concluido los exámenes desde el 24 del pasado y teniendo necesidad de regresarme muy pronto . . . .”30 Efectivamente, esta
segunda visita fue muy corta y todo parece indicar que las actividades más relevantes que llevó a cabo se limitaron a la realización del concurso de oposición
para cubrir los curatos vacantes, pues no hay referencia alguna a las misiones ni
a los franciscanos, quienes tenían ya bastante minada su presencia.
De acuerdo al informe anexo a la visita, Nuevo México contaba con diez curatos en 1845. Estos eran: Santa Fe y San Jerónimo de Taos (los únicos que tenían
curas), los demás se encontraban vacantes: Abiquiú, San Miguel del Vado, San
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Table 1. El número de sacerdotes y parroquias que hay en el Obispado de Durango,
con distinción de las que se sirven en propiedad y en interinato en el año de 1845
Eclesiásticos
158

Parroquias
60

Servidas en propiedad
38

Servidas en interinato
22

Fuente: Secretaría Episcopal de Durango, 14 de Noviembre de 1845. Narciso Gandarilla, Secretario.
AHAD, leg. 250, año 1845

Juan de los Caballeros, Alburquerque, Santa Cruz de la Cañada, Santa María de
Belen, Tomé y San Miguel del Socorro. Acerca de los cuales se insertó la nota
siguiente: “Todos estos curatos son de Nuevo México, servidos por encargados o interinos, cuyos nombres no se anotan porque aún no se sabe las variaciones que habrá hecho el prelado en su santa visita que está practicando en
aquel Departamento.”31 Mismas que sí fueron cubiertas, según el cuadro sobre
el “Estado que manifiesta el número de sacerdotes y parroquias que hay en el
Obispado de Durango, con distinción de las que se sirven en propiedad y en
interinato en el año de 1845”32.
La información anterior, aunque escueta, resulta de gran relevancia por
ser resultado de la última visita de un diocesano a Nuevo México y por dar
cuenta del estado general que guardaba el clero de esa provincia, base para la
formación del obispado años más tarde. Así las cosas, podemos afirmar que
dado el número de curatos existentes y de clérigos suficientes—además del
interés mostrado por Zubiría hacia los asuntos religiosos de los fieles del septentrión—la vicaría de Nuevo México estaba en condiciones de transformarse en
diócesis. En 1846, al momento de la declaración de guerra de los Estados Unidos a México con un claro afán expansionista, marcó el principio de una ruptura real de la presencia de la diócesis de Durango en Nuevo México, que fue
confirmada legalmente en el Tratado de Guadalupe Hidalgo el 2 de febrero de
1848 una vez consumada la anexión de los territorios de California, Arizona, y
Nuevo México.
Así, en la versión del 2 de febrero, en el artículo IX del Tratado de Guadalupe
Hidalgo, quedaba contemplado que los derechos civiles de los mexicanos en los
territorios anexados serían conservados por un año y se establecía su igualdad
con el resto de los habitantes de los Estados Unidos, lo cual no ocurrió. En la
segunda parte se agregaba:
Disfrutarán igualmente la más amplia garantía, todos los eclesiásticos,
corporaciones y comunidades religiosas, tanto en el desempeño de las
funciones de su ministerio, como en el goce de su propiedad de -[fol. 12v]todo género, bien pertenezca ésta a las personas en particular, bien a las
corporaciones. La dicha garantía se extenderá a todos los templos, casas
y edificios dedicados al culto católico-romano, así como a los bienes
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originalmente en Nancy
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destinados a su mantenimiento y al de las escuelas, hospitales y demás
fundaciones de caridad y beneficencia. Ninguna propiedad de esta clase
se considerará que ha pasado a ser propiedad del Gobierno americano, o
que puede éste disponer de ella, o destinarla a otros usos.33
Según lo anterior, los derechos de la iglesia católica-romana y por tanto los
del obispado de Durango, quedaban preservados sobre Nuevo México. Sin
embargo, en la versión definitiva del 30 de mayo de 1848 la parte relativa a la
iglesia fue eliminada en su totalidad. La consecuencia inmediata fue la anulación de facto de la jurisdicción eclesiástica de la diócesis duranguense sobre
Nuevo México. Estas fueron las razones por las cuales Zubiría decidió realizar
nuevamente otra visita a esas tierras.
Tercera visita pastoral del obispo Zubiría a Nuevo México y Chihuahua
en 1850
Esta tercera y última visita pastoral del obispo Zubiría realizada en 1850 reviste singular importancia por la situación imperante en ese momento en Nuevo México
derivado de la anexión de su territorio a los Estados Unidos. Este prelado sentía
el deber moral de defender su obispado y cuidar de sus fieles. Así, el 26 de abril de
1850 informa al Ministro de Justicia que iba a emprender por tercera ocasión la
visita a Nuevo México con el afán de destruir el “cisma” que había sido introducido
en algunas de sus poblaciones y atender a tres nuevos asentamientos recién
formados en las márgenes de El Paso del Norte por emigrantes mexicanos.34
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Mencionó particularmente a Ysleta, Socorro, y San Elisario. Se refería a las
colonias de emigrantes que habían huido de la ocupación del ejército norteamericano sobre Nuevo México, establecidos por el padre Ramón Ortiz en
1848.35 Sin embargo, el motivo principal que lo movía a hacer este largo viaje era
defender ese territorio que reclamaba aún perteneciente a su obispado.
Así lo expresó claramente el obispo de Durango en una carta al presidente
de la república en 1850, con cierto dejo de impotencia, al reiterar su interés por
retener la jurisdicción sobre los fieles católicos neomexicanos:
Entiendo, sin saber hasta la fecha lo cierto a punto fijo, que en el desierto del Paso del Norte, los Pueblos de la Ysleta y Socorro y el Presidio
de Sn. Elisario se encuentran en el día segregados de nuestro territorio, pero si hay algún derecho para que se haya verificado legalmente
la segregación en el orden civil; en el eclesiástico aun forman parte de
esta Diócesis lo mismo que todo el territorio de N. Méjico y mientras que S. Santidad el Romano Pontífice, ya sea motu propio, o ya por
insinuación de alguna autoridad política o religiosa de Norteamérica,
no arregle su apartamento canónico, el Obispado de Durango debe
constar como uno de sus más estrictos deberes el no desprenderse del
cuidado espiritual de aquellos fieles, que en la referida intervención, no
reconocen ni pueden reconocer, en conciencia otra cabeza o pastor que
al titular de Durango.
Yo sin mengua alguna de nuestro Gobierno Nacional y sin faltar
tampoco en nada a la autoridad extranjera estoy en animo de sostener,
este derecho o quizá más bien dicho, de no desviar el hombro y mantener mi fuerza aplicada al porte del peso de aquellas desgraciadas ovejas
que aun hacen parte de mi rebaño y dada esta ocasión me concedo licencia de rogar muy encarecidamente a mi Gobierno que por su parte no
dicte paso alguno, que directa o indirectamente pueda conducirnos a la
segregación en lo espiritual de aquellas pobres gentes.
Esta suplica Sr. E. nada encierra de ventajoso para mí todo el fin
que la anima es: el provecho religioso de aquellos antiguos hermanos
nuestros, alejar el riesgo de su segura perversión si carecen de Pastor
legítimo y renovar por ultimo todo peligro de lastimosas quejas de que
los abandonamos completamente cortando hasta el hilo único de su
mancomunidad, en su asistencia espiritual con esta Diócesis Mejicana.
Tengo el honor de reiterar a VE, las consideraciones muy debidas
de mi aprecio y respeto.
Durango, Mayo 6 de 1850.
José Antonio, Obispo de Durango. Rúbrica.36
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El documento del diocesano duranguense no puede verse más que como un frustrado reclamo por sostener su dominio espiritual sobre un territorio ya perdido
de facto. El hecho es que después de 1848 se precipitó el proceso de segregación
e incomunicación de Nuevo México del obispado de Durango hasta la constitución de su diócesis bajo el predominio del clero católico norteamericano.
Celoso e intransigente como era con la correcta observación del culto
católico, se mostró intransigente ante toda expresión heterodoxa y no oficial
de la Iglesia. Por eso, sabedor de la amenaza que representaba el “cisma” sobre
los pueblos de Tomé y Belén y sus inmediaciones, encabezada por los “extraviados sacerdotes” Fr. Benigno Cárdenas y D. Nicolás Valencia, que estaban ejerciendo como sacerdotes sin las licencias diocesanas correspondientes prodigando
muchos matrimonios ilegítimos, principalmente, se dirigió a Nuevo México a
ponerlos en orden y a dejar, ante todo, patente su autoridad. De Valencia, otrora
“hijo obediente de la Iglesia,” dice Zubiría, “se reveló contra su Obispo desde el
año de 47,” por lo que fue suspendido en 1848 por el vicario, pero no obedeció y
continuó celebrando misas sin licencia, confesando, autorizando matrimonios,
y otorgando absoluciones sin ningún valor.37
Por su parte, el fraile Benigno Cárdenas había pertenecido a la orden franciscana en la provincia de Jalisco, después de la de Zacatecas, más tarde consiguió
patente del provincial del Santo Evangelio para ir a misionar a Chihuahua y el
propio Zubiría le concedió licencia, misma que ejerció durante los años de 1845
y 1846. En su desempeño como misionero mantuvo una conducta impropia de
un religioso, por lo que fue expulsado de la orden. Pasó luego a Socorro, donde
comenzó a ejercer con patente falsa y posteriormente a Tomé. Este “falsario y
calumniador,” como lo llamó Zubiría, “solo él repito, solo el Pe Cárdenas en su
reseñado papel ha tenido valor para decirme a mí mismo que no me reconoce por
su Prelado.”38 Por ello el obispo recordaría con nostalgia que en su primera visita
algunos religiosos lo obedecieron y respetaron su investidura.39
La nueva situación que encontró de desobediencia y cierto desorden entre
lo que seguía considerando su grey, se debía a la ambigüedad en que se encontraba la Iglesia nuevo mexicana derivada del Tratado Guadalupe Hidalgo. Más
aún, en carta enviada por el Padre Ramón Ortiz desde el 26 de agosto de 1846,
le había hecho saber que el día 16 de ese mes “el clero, las autoridades civiles y
todos los demás, dieron un solemne juramento de obediencia, adhiriéndose al
nuevo gobierno.”40 De tal modo que cuatro años después la autoridad del diocesano de Durango estaba sensiblemente menguada. Sin embargo, a la llegada
del obispo Lamy a la nueva diócesis algunos clérigos nuevo mexicanos, en un
desplante de nacionalismo católico, le manifestaron su rechazo. Empeñado
en hacer valer su autoridad en medio de su desasosiego, Zubiría emitió
una carta Edicto por la que decretó la excomunión pública del Fr. Benigno
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Cárdenas y el padre Nicolás Valencia, con la consiguiente inhabilitación
y suspensión de todos los servicios sacerdotales, “hasta que uno y otro
respectivamente den buenas pruebas de arrepentimiento y enmienda que les
merezca misericordia.”41
Entre los meses de agosto y diciembre de 1850, el obispo Zubiría hacía recorrido por las poblaciones más importantes de Nuevo México revisando cuentas
de los bienes de las parroquias y curatos, de casamientos, bautizos, entierros,
y otorgando licencias a sacerdotes pretendientes. Visitó Socorro, San Felipe
de Albuquerque, Zuñi, Tomé, Belén, Bernalillo, Santa Fe, San Ildefonso, Santo
Tomás de Abiquiú, San José de Chama, Santa Clara, Santa Cruz de la Cañada,
San Ignacio de los Caballeros, San Francisco de la Trampas, y San Fernando de
Taos. Su visita a Nuevo México culminó el 3 de diciembre en la parroquia de
la Villa de El Paso, cuyo cura encargado era el padre Ramón Ortiz, un patriota
comprometido con México.42 De este punto tomó hacia el sur completando su
visita a las parroquias y curatos de Chihuahua a lo largo del Camino Real hasta
llegar a Durango en abril de 1851, tal vez sin enterarse todavía de la creación del
Vicariato Apostólico de Nuevo México ni que los clérigos franceses le seguían
sus pasos a distancia, desde Baltimore.
Vicariato Apostólico de Nuevo México
En el contexto anterior llega el sacerdote Jean Baptiste Lamy, de origen francés,
a ocupar la todavía vicaría de Nuevo México en 1850, bajo la figura de Vicariato Apostólico, para pasar a la categoría de obispado en 1853. En efecto, en mayo
de 1849 el consejo provincial de la iglesia católica en Baltimore solicitó a Roma
el establecimiento de una diócesis provisional o Vicariato apostólico en Nuevo
México. En respuesta de julio de 1850 el Vaticano estableció el Vicariato de Nuevo
México, nombrando a Lamy como vicario. Lamy designó a su vez al padre Joseph
Machebeuf, otro sacerdote francés, como Vicario General. Lamy se trasladó
inmediatamente a Nuevo México a ocupar su nuevo puesto convencido de que el
clero hispánico poseía más vicios que virtudes, por lo que, pensaba con Machebeuf, había que hacer a un lado y sustituirlo por clérigos franceses. A su llegada
a territorio nuevo mexicano en junio de 1851, Lamy fue recibido con calidez por
los fieles de El Paso. A su arribo a Santa Fe en agosto de ese mismo año le fueron
manifestados los mismos respetos, pero entonces el Vicario Foráneo Juan Felipe
Ortiz informó a Lamy que tanto él como los demás sacerdotes nuevo mexicanos no reconocían su autoridad eclesiástica porque el obispo Zubiría todavía
tenía jurisdicción sobre Nuevo México. Esta y otras disputas de Lamy con el
clero local, lo obligaron a trasladarse a Durango en septiembre de 1851 a presentarse con el obispo Zubiría a aclarar su situación ambigua. En su ausencia,
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Límites de diosesan católico en el suroeste de los Estados Unidos, 1850.
La imagen se encontró originalmente en Nancy N. Hanks, “French Secular
Clergy in New Mexico Territory: Images of the Mission,” New Mexico
Historical Review 70, (April 1995), 179–199.

Lamy dejó a Machebeuf a cargo de los asuntos eclesiásticos, haciendo a un lado
la autoridad de Ortiz. En tanto, Zubiría aceptó los documentos que Lamy llevó
consigo y escribió además, de su puño y letra una carta pastoral dirigida al clero
de Nuevo México en que les mandaba reconocer y someterse a Lamy como su
nuevo obispo.
No obstante, las disputas entre Lamy y el clero hispano no terminaron. Así, en
medio de tensiones, entre otras con el padre Antonio José Martínez de Taos, la
diócesis de Nuevo México fue erigida oficialmente en agosto de 1853.43 Después
de la prácticamente eliminación de los franciscanos y la subordinación del clero
hispano al obispo Lamy y sus sucesores diocesanos, la labor religiosa principal
recayó en un ejército de dinámicos y entusiastas clérigos franceses dispuestos a
cambiar radicalmente la religión de los nuevo mexicanos y las costumbres y la
cultura de los pueblos nativos. La fuerza espiritual francesa mantuvo su predominio religioso por cerca de setenta años.
Conclusiones
Después de un largo tiempo y un prolongado proceso en el que intervinieron
primero los frailes franciscanos motu proprio y ante las reticencias del clero
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secular, más tarde los representantes de la provincia y las autoridades civiles neomexicanas y mexicanas, se consiguió finalmente la realización de una
añeja y ansiada institución: el obispado de Nuevo México. Hubieron de pasar
más de dos siglos para su creación. La culminación de ese proceso ocurrió, sin
embargo, una vez que dicha provincia o territorio ya había quedado bajo el
dominio de los Estados Unidos. Pero no por ello debemos afirmar que la formación del obispado de Nuevo México en 1853 fue resultado de la pérdida de su
territorio por parte de México, sino más bien, como se ha mostrado aquí, sino
fruto de un largo proceso de reclamos de autonomía que los misioneros franciscanos habían elevado desde la época colonial y que los clérigos y las autoridades
civiles del Departamento de Nuevo México enarbolaron como un derecho de
autonomía, como un privilegio. Finalmente, la incorporación de Nuevo México
a los Estados Unidos precipitó la formación del nuevo obispado gracias al eco
favorable que hizo la jerarquía eclesiástica estadounidense.
Apéndice
NOMBRAMIENTO VICARIO DE NUEVO MEXICO: 12 DE ENERO
DE 1826
Nos el deán y Cabildo de la Santa Iglesia Catedral de Durango, Gobernador Sede Vacante de este Obispado
Deseando que en el territorio del Nuevo México de esta Diócesis haya una persona idónea y de nuestra entera confianza, que sirva
y desempeñe en él los encargos de Gobernador Eclesiástico, Visitador
y Vicario Foráneo en todos los casos y cosas, que son pertenecientes a
ellos, y conduzcan a la paz y salud espiritual de todos sus habitantes de
cualquiera clase y condición que sean; y no pudiendo por Nos ni por
nuestros Vicario Capitular dar pronto expediente a los negocios que
ocurran interesantes al buen gobierno y régimen de aquella parte de la
grey de Jesucristo que Nos está encomendada con la oportunidad que
apetecemos por la grande distancia que lo impide, y hace casi imposibles
los más de los recursos a esta capital a causa de la pobreza de la mayoría de aquellos habitantes; por tanto satisfechos Nos de que en el Sr.
Dn. Agustín Fernández de San Vicente, racionero de esta dicha Catedral,
concurren las circunstancias de ciencia probidad, integridad y prudencia, que son de desear, para el completo desempeño de aquellos tan delicados encargos, y usando de la autoridad y facultades, que por derecho
en Nos residen, de conformidad y aprobación del Supremo Gobierno de
la Federación Mexicana, por el tenor del presente lo nombramos,
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elegimos, y deputamos por tal Gobernador Visitador y Vicario Foráneo
General del expresado territorio por el tiempo de la voluntad con todos los
honores prerrogativas y emolumentos que le son debidos y le damos poder
cuanto por derecho Nos es permitido y quepo en la esfera de dicho empleo
para que arregle y reforme en lo eclesiástico, cuanto hallare que lo necesite,
cuidando muy particularmente de que los individuos del clero, súbditos suyos, tanto seculares como regulares, en lo que sean, vivan y se comporten según demanda la santidad del Estado; de que las feligresías de que
están encargados los unos y los otros sean bien y puntualmente administradas; de que en las Parroquias e Iglesias de su mando se dé a Dios el culto
debido con la posible decencia y se administren debidamente los Sacramentos Parroquiales y no falte en aquellas el Pasto Espiritual de la Doctrina en los días que tan repetidamente está mandado; y finalmente de que
nada se omita de lo que estime conducente al cumplimiento de las obligaciones que tocan a cada uno. También se lo concedemos porque en uno
de la Jurisdicción Civil y Criminal que el compete por los dichos empleos,
corrija hasta la enmienda a los Súbditos que se extravíen y en caso necesario les forme la causa de Oficio o a pedimento de parte legítima cual el
caso requiera según derecho hasta definitivamente en cuyo estado haría
remisión de ella a nuestro Vicario Capitular para el pronunciamiento de
la que estime justa, procurando, como lo esperamos, fenecer las demandas de ambas clases, cuyo conocimiento le pertenezca, pacífica y extrajudicialmente y no formar causa ni proceso sumo en las circunstancias que
así lo demandan. Y últimamente lo autorizamos en los términos y forma,
que el derecho Nos permite y no en más, para que como celoso Pastor
Subalterno haga y practique en beneficio espiritual de los pueblos, que le
encomendamos, todo lo que Nos deberíamos hacer si presentes fuésemos,
exceptuando aquella parte de autoridad y jurisdicción, que no caben en
su representación, y que en casos semejantes acostumbran reservarse los
Obispos. Y mandamos a todos y cada uno de los Eclesiásticos y Seculares
del Nuevo México en los términos y formas que podemos, que admitan y
reconozcan y obedezcan al nominado Sr. Sn. Vicente como tal gobernador Eclesiástico Visitador y Vicario Foráneo General de aquel territorio.
En fe de lo cual y para que lo haga saber a quienes corresponda acordamos
expedir en su favor y expedimos el presente Titulo firmado de Nos, y sellado con el Sello acostumbrado en Durango a diez de Enero de mil ochocientos veinte y seis.
Es copia.- Rubrica.
Fuente: Archivo General de Nación, México, volumer 25, expendente 8,
fs. 211–232, años 1825–1826.
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Fading Traces, Contested Legacies
E nrique R. L amadrid

•

Tlaxcalans in New Mexico

S

everal generations of scholars have ardently debated the presence and
contributions of Tlaxcalan Natives in the early exploration and colonization of New Mexico. The master narratives of Mexican history had already
muddied the waters by scapegoating the Tlaxcalans as collaborators with the
Spanish Empire and traitors to the Nation, for the conquest of Mexico would
not have succeeded without their help. The Tlaxcalans were one of the key
indigenous groups of Mesoamerica to imagine and create a vision of the future
with themselves sharing center stage. An enduring paradigm of mestizo culture
emerged from Tlaxcala that held true to its core indigenous values. From their
ancestral homeland east of the great volcanoes above Mexico City, their cultural influence soon spread far to the north, including Zacatecas, Nueva Vizcaya, Nuevo México, and Texas.
After the consolidation of the historic alliance between Tlaxcala and Spain,
and the defeat of the Mexica (Aztecs) in Tenochtitlán in 1521, the Spanish Crown
expressed its deep gratitude in a number of ways in subsequent decades. Before
embarking on the great enterprise of colonizing the Gran Chichimeca, the vast
arid region of northern New Spain, the alliance was renewed with the Capitulaciones de 1591 between Tlaxcala and Viceroy Luis de Velasco II.

Enrique R. Lamadrid is Distinguished Professor Emeritus of Spanish at the University of New
Mexico (UNM), where he taught folklore, ethnopoetics, literature, and cultural history. He
now edits the Querencias Series of UNM Press. An exploratory version of this essay was presented at “Migración e identidad: presencia de Tlaxcala en América” International Cultural
Festival and Symposium, Universidad Autónoma de Tlaxcala, November 2013.
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Capitulaciones del virrey Luis de Velasco
con la ciudad de Tlaxcala para el envío de
cuatrocientas familias a poblar en tierra
de chichimecas, 1591. Image courtesy
Mexico: Achivo General de la Nación
México, D.F. Tierras, vol. 2956, exp. 99, fs.
198-199v.

This much celebrated pact confirmed the rights and privileges of the illustrious
native allies: the guarantee that “they and their descendants be hidalgos in perpetuity”; the legal protection of their barrios and lands, both inhabited and uninhabited; the protection of their agricultural fields and major and minor livestock; the
annulment of tributes, taxes, levies, and obligations of personal service; the right
to ride horses with saddles and carry arms; and the exercise of self-government in
the form of mandato or decree, in accord with their rights and obligations.1
The departure of four hundred families for the north in June of 1591 marks what
historians and anthropologists have called the “Tlaxcalan Diaspora.”2 Since then
both allied groups have celebrated the event in triumphalist spirit. The Lienzo
de Tlaxcala, which records their history on cloth in pictographic form, omitted
the initial resistance to the army of Hernán Cortez, to extol more significantly
the collaborations and victories that followed. On the Spanish side, the chronicles
of expeditions of exploration and colonization exaggerated the deeds of Spanish
protagonists without major recognition of the significant contributions of their
indigenous allies, or identification of their particular ethnicities.
The scarcity of documentation of the Tlaxcalan presence in the Spanish colonial project in New Mexico in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries is due not
only to those omissions but to the destruction of all the documents archived in
Santa Fe during the Pueblo Rebellion of 1680. The controversies between historians emerge from that documentary vacuum.
In the expedition of Francisco Vásquez de Coronado of 1540–1542, the majority
of native troops were Mexicas and Tarascans.3 The archival search for documents
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La historia de Tlaxcala y su contribución a lo mexicano, by Desiderio
Hernández Xochitiotzin. Begun in 1957, in the State Government Palace
of Tlaxcala; image courtesy Enrique Lamadrid.

Lienzo de Tlaxcala, c. 1585. Cortez Malinche and King
Xicoténcatl; image courtesy Nettie Lee Benson Collection,
University of Texas at Austin.

since then has not yielded much more than a brief list of Tlaxcalan individuals
who distinguished themselves with their artisanal talents or their military and
ecclesiastical service. Scholarship has uncovered that appreciable numbers of
un-named Tlaxcalan settlers accompanied the Spanish settlers in the colonization
of the north and the pacification of the south, notably Guatemala.4
The first generation of North American historians commonly based their
research on New Mexico on an extrapolation from more-complete archives of
the foundational documents of the pueblos, villas, and ciudades of the Camino
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Real de Tierra Adentro. If a person was identified as a “Mexican Indian,” historians concluded that he or she was probably Tlaxcalan.5 That ethnic label could
just as well have been a simplification of the ethnic diversity of people and communities in the regions of New Spain’s northern frontier.
By the end of the sixteenth century, the ethnic composition of the Indian
barrios was more homogenous than in subsequent decades. Zacatecas, the city
of don Juan de Oñate, had at least five barrios of Christian Indians: Tlacuitlapan de los Tlaxcaltecas; Mexicalpa de los Mexica; Niño Jesús de los Texcocanos; San José de los Tarascos; and Tonalá Chepinque de los Tarascos. The first
three were home to Náhuatl speakers from the central valley of Mexico, and the
others were Purépecha speakers from Michoacán. In the following decades the
ethnic boundaries between these groups disappeared as the population mixed.
By the time of don Juan de Oñate’s expedition settled in New Mexico in 1598, the
ethnicity of sizable groups of the “indios mexicanos” who accompanied them
is unknown.6
At the new capital of Santa Fe, from its foundation in 1609–1610, the Natives
established the Barrio de Analco de San Miguel on the south bank of the river
opposite the Villa de Santa Fe de San Francisco. In the Náhuatl language of the
Mexican Indians who lived there the settlement was a tlaxilacaltin (an integral
sector of the altepetl, or new territory) linked to the villa for its defense and support. The Spanish term barrio by definition implied a certain marginalization.
According to its Arabic etymology, barri was an extramural settlement just outside a walled city. Across New Spain, several analogous barrios were founded,
some with their own names and others named Analco as well, notably in Villa
Alta in Oaxaca, Guadalajara, and Durango, the closest city to Santa Fe on the
Camino Real.7
In his genealogical study of the founding families of New Mexico, richly
complemented by recent archival studies by José Antonio Esquibel in Santa
Fe and Tomás Hillerkuss in Zacatecas, Fray Angélico Chávez denied the existence of a Tlaxcalan colony in Analco.8 According to his criterion, the generic
term Mexican Indians in the documents only indicates that their inhabitants
were from the south and spoke Náhuatl. There were various groups of Náhuatl
speakers—Mexicas, Tlatelolcans, Texcocans, Tlaxcalans, Caxcanes, and people
of other ethnicities—who used Náhuatl as a lingua franca.
The first document that mentions Analco de San Miguel de Santa Fe is the
Memorial of Fray Alonso de Benavides written in 1630. He notes that the villa
and its barrio contained three hundred Spanish and mestizos with seven hundred
Indians “in their service.” The great majority of these Natives were free and lived
close by, on the other side of the river from the villa.9 The unpublished revision in
1634 reveals even more detail. In this documentary desert, historians are obligated
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to scrutinize existing texts and read between the lines to surmise who is who.
The letter of Gov. Antonio de Otermín that describes the siege of Santa Fe in
1680 has received ample attention. Other narratives on the same topics emerged
over the years, among them Juan de Villagutierre Soto-Mayor’s “Historia de la
conquista, pérdida y restauración de el Reyno y Provincias de la Nueba Mexico
en la América Septentrional” from 1701 in ten manuscript volumes.10 There is
always the hope of new discoveries of soldier’s diaries and letters, and forgotten
reports. To date, however, there has been no exit from this blind and silent alley.
In 1964 the young graduate student Marc Simmons dared to contest the
famous denial of Fray Angélico. In great detail, Simmons enumerated all the
mentions of Tlaxcalans as groups or as named individuals that he had gleaned
from a few documents. In his still-unsurpassed article, he summarizes the different roles the Tlaxcalans played in their great diaspora. In the Spanish colonial enterprise they were colonizers formally established near the missionary
centers, where they served as teachers of agriculture and role models to the
neophyte Natives; free laborers in the mining regions; auxiliary soldiers; and
servants and individual assistants to Spanish explorers and missionaries going
to the north.11
Simmons concludes that Tlaxcalans must have comprised a majority of the
inhabitants of the Barrio de Analco de San Miguel. He cites a Franciscan report,
written by a group in 1693, which mentions “the chapel of San Miguel that
before [the Rebellion of 1680] served as the parish for the Tlaxcalan Indians.”12
The article also notes a twentieth-century Franciscan historian who concluded
in 1934 that on the basis of other documents the inhabitants of the barrio on the
other side of the river from Santa Fe in 1680 were Tlaxcalans.13
Few Tlaxcalan families returned to New Mexico with the Reconquest led
by don Diego de Vargas in 1693. What was left of the Tlaxcalan identity was
submerged in an emergent group of genízaros, Hispanicized Indians of various ethnic groups who populated Analco de San Miguel in the last decades of
the eighteenth century. The same process of transformation and submersion is
found in all the other Tlaxcalan settlements of northern New Spain in which
“the Indians became Mexicans.”14 In México Profundo, Guillermo Bonfil Batalla
identifies the same process of de-indigenization in all of the Mexican nation.15
Some researchers have even suggested a kind of “fantasy heritage” stemming from the Tlaxcalan presence in New Mexico and based on legend and the
famous map of Santa Fe drawn by Joseph de Urrutia in 1766, with its suggestive
and curious entry: “E . . . Town or Barrio of Analco which owes its origin to the
Tracaltecas [sic] that accompanied the first Spaniards that came with the Conquest of this Kingdom.”16
Archaeologists Elizabeth Oster and James Hare, who were involved in the
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Plan de Santa Fe, Nuevo México, José de Urrutia, 1766. Detail of Barrio Analco and San
Miguel Church south of the Santa Fe River, image courtesy British Library Add. Ms 17662 M.
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latest archaeological studies of the chapel of San Miguel (2004 and 2006), claim
that the criteria of the cartographer Urrutia was motivated even then by nostalgia for a Native culture that was already absent in the Santa Fe that he knew.17
The same nostalgia could have motivated don Benjamín Read, a nuevomexicano historian in Santa Fe, in his Historia Ilustrada de Nuevo México of 1911, in
which he published a spurious legend on the earliest founding of Analco/Santa
Fe by a group of Spanish and Tlaxcalans who were separated from the Coronado Expedition of 1540–1542. The story describes their flight to the sheltered
valley of the ruined Tewa Pueblo of “Shell Bead Waters” to begin a new life.18
Santa Fe de San Francisco was later built on the site. Historians have discredited
the legend as an exceptionalist invention and tourist promotion to ensure the
fame of the chapel of San Miguel de Analco as “the oldest in the United States,”
right next door to “the oldest house,” near the “oldest plaza.”
In the final decades of the twentieth century, Chicano poets followed the
same path of longing in their praise of the mestizo heritage. The poem “Barrio
de Analco” by Francisco X. Alarcón declares:19

The adobes
of the oldest barrio
in this nation
speak Náhuatl:

the backbone
the muscle
the true hands
of the empire

Analco
Analco-“On the Other Side
of the River”

on the thick walls
of San Miguel-the oldest church
in this new land

El Palacio Real
was established
on the north side
of the Río de Santa Fe

I can still hear
your prayers
half in Náhuatl
half in Spanish

the south flank was
the place assigned
where la Raza
had to live

were you aware
that going north
you were returning
to Chicomóztoc

the Tlaxcalans
the Indian allies
the servants
the mestizos

the mythical land
of the Seven Caves-the original homeland
of the Nahua people?
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These are your fields
the old irrigation ditches
you cleaned
every Spring

these are the pots
that still know
your tasty recipies
for home cooking

these are the floors
you swept daily
the beams that
gave you shelter

the whole city
is an outgrowth
of your own
Mestizo dreams

In view of the limitations of extant historical documents, the exit from the
blind alley has come from the interdisciplinary methodologies of ethnohistory. The long-term projects of Angel Palerm, Tomás Martínez Saldaña, and
their colleagues have been very productive.20 Lacking a more robust documentary trail, they found other sources of information indicating that the
Tlaxcalan Diaspora was supported by the monetary explosion that followed
the success of sixteenth-century mining. The large-scale extraction and transport of silver required new systems of agricultural production to feed miners,
soldiers, and freighters.
Loyal allies and exemplary agriculturalists, the Tlaxcalans took charge of the
adaptation of Mesoamerican agriculture to the deserts of the north. Thus, additional evidence of their presence stems from their agricultural legacy, which
is revealed by ethnobotanical methodologies and genetic testing. In terms of
social organization, Catholic religious confraternities observed ritual calendars
organized around agricultural cycles and managed communal lands and water
resources through acequias and their governance.21
Another line of research follows the evolution and dissemination of design
elements in the artisanal textiles that left Tlaxcala and were developed in Saltillo,
and were taken by official contract to New Mexico, where the designs took
root.22 Like the Eye of God, the brilliant central diamond design of these textiles keeps multiplying, watching over, and warming its people, in their places
of origin, as well as with new groups like the Diné (Navajo), who also embraced
them, as well as the sheep that provided the wool for yarn.
Other traces of Mesoamerican cultural heritage are found in popular speech,
which overflow with Nahuatlisms and Náhuatl place names such as Analco and
Atrisco; in gastronomy with a new constellation of flavors based on favorite
varieties of chile, both fresh and sun-dried; and in a cycle of feasts and rituals
expressing themes of conquest and resistance, agriculture, and the blessings of
water. Cultural memory also has its somatic dimension in the performances of
actors and dancers on the plazas. The documentation of feasts and rituals all
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Blanket in Saltillo style with
borders, c. 1900. Commercial
yarns: cotton warp, wool weft, 68
x 35 in. Museum of New Mexico
Collections, MOIFA, Santa Fe,
A.64.20-3; image courtesy Miguel
Gandert, 1992.

along the Caminos Reales de Tierra Adentro and de los Tejas has made possible
a comparative analysis that outlines their cultural genealogy. However the question remains: How to link intangible cultural heritage to history?
Since Herodotus and Thucydides, the progenitors of western history, the goal
of history has been a critical investigation of the past and a search for causes and
the explanation of consequences. Through that “perpetual present,” in which
human experience unfolds, historian Benedetto Croce reached his famous conclusion that “all history is contemporary.”23 By nature, history responds to the
needs of the present. Without professional discipline and scientific corroboration, the phenomenon of historical fantasy emerges in its place, responding
more directly to collective and personal desire and the perennial pursuit and
construction of identity. In his book The Invention of Tradition, E. J. Hobsbawm
defines the phenomenon as “a cluster of practices . . . by nature symbolic or ritual, that propose to inculcate certain values and norms of comportment by repetition, that automatically implies a continuity with the past.”24
We finish this inquiry with a brief review of traditions, both imagined and
rooted, that complicate the project of tracing an authentic Tlaxcalan legacy in New
Mexico. The documentary silence is filled with voices in the twentieth century
and beyond. A series of cultural renaissances reclaims and celebrates various
cultural heritages linked to the colonial past of New Mexico. Some emerge
from the cycle of traditional feasts and others from civic celebrations, anniversaries, and commemorations. Each one deserves and has received in-depth
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Hispanophile Heritage, Santa Fe Fiesta, 2005.
Photographs by Miguel A. Gandert.

study. They are the legacy of Spanish triumphalism, the Neo-Aztec tradition,
the rediscovery of Crypto Judaism, and the genízaro legacy.
The legacy of Spanish triumphalism present in New Mexico dates to the territorial era of 1846–1912, which began with the military invasion of the United
States and ended with New Mexico’s incorporation as a state in the Union.
Although New Mexico had sufficient population to be admitted as a state in 1850
when Congress made it a territory, the political process of statehood dragged on
for more than half a century. Impatient with the long wait, territorial governors
such as L. Bradford Prince initiated a Hispanophilic discourse to distance the
New Mexican population from its Mexican past and promote its more-distant
Spanish colonial heritage. Being “sons of the conquistadors” was the best remedy to counter virulent American racism against Mexicans. Observing the same
phenomenon of “whitening” in California, journalist Carey McWilliams named
it “Spanish fantasy heritage.”25 The Coronado Quartocentennial of 1940 celebrated the bloody expedition of Francisco Vásquez de Coronado to New Mexico with no regrets or historical analysis. To this day, the parades of costumed
“conquistadors” in the Fiestas of Santa Fe are notorious for their ingenuous and
unabashed Spanish triumphalism.
With the Chicano movement of the 1970s, another notable fantasy heritage
was born with the arrival of the Neo-Aztecs. Although the pre- and post-conquest
codices, particularly the Florentine Codex, richly document the ceremonial costumes of the Aztecs, very little of their original music or choreography has survived. After the success of the Mexican Revolution in the early twentieth century,
the Mexican Ministry of Culture commissioned dance groups to fill the gaps in
their new cultural agenda. The Concheros dances revived the armadillo-shell
stringed instruments of colonial times and reinvented a Native tradition.26 Several decades later, groups of dancers broke away in search of pre-Hispanic forms
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Neo-Azteca Heritage, Guadalupe
Fiesta, Juárez, 1987. Photographs by
Miguel A. Gandert.

without “European contamination,” especially in stringed instruments. The new
Danza Azteca rejected the stringed instruments in favor of drums and aerophones.27 With their frenetic movements and minimal dress, these contemporary dancers scandalized the Concheros. North of the border, the Neo-Aztecs
created a cultural sensation for the Chicano movement. According to the participants in this cultural renaissance, their tradition dated to ancient times well
before the Spanish conquest.28 Their popularity erased the memory of the cultural legacy of those other Mesoamerican Natives, the Tlaxcalans and others,
who actually arrived in the north of New Spain.
In the 1980s, thanks to the cultural activism and research of New Mexico
state historian Stan Hordes, the legacy of Crypto Judaism was rediscovered in
New Mexico. In colonial times, large numbers of Jewish individuals and families
fled the Spanish Inquisition, seeking refuge in northern New Spain. Since they
could not reveal their devotions in public, they practiced them in private. In
fragmentary form, some devotions survived into the twentieth century, according to Hordes, as Hispanos once again gathered in synagogues in search of the
faith of their forebears. A heated debate between historians and anthropologists
has emerged over the legitimacy and authenticity of this cultural renaissance.
It is not so much a question of an invented tradition as it is an “imagined community,” according to the criteria of Benedict Anderson in his book of the same
name.29 Mexican Jews played an important role in the colonization and development of the same northern regions that the Tlaxcalans settled. These colonial
histories still have great resonance in the contemporary imagination.
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Crypto Jewish Heritage, Charlie
Sánchez Jr., Tomé, New Mexico,
2016. Photographs by Miguel A.
Gandert.

Morisma de Nuevo México, Chimayó, New Mexico, 1987. Photographs by Miguel
A. Gandert.

The last cultural tradition deeply linked to the colonial era is neither invention, nor renaissance, nor imagined community. In New Mexico and all the
regions of the north is found a double cycle of morismas y matachines (traditional
folk celebrations shared between indigenous, mestizo, and Spanish Mexican groups).30 The oldest is the morisma, the famous and many-faceted dramatic plays of Christians and Moors that address the themes of conquest and
reconquest dating to the eighth century in the Iberian Peninsula. The dances,
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Los Comanches, Alcalde, New Mexico 1989. Photographs by
Miguel A. Gandert.

Danzante de San Lorenzo,
Matachines de Bernalillo, New
Mexico, 1986. Photographs by
Miguel A. Gandert.

skirmishes, harangues, and pitched battles remind the participants of their
long cultural memory, which is as corporeal as it is cerebral. After the Conquest of Mexico, Cortez organized pageants of Moors and Christians in Tlaxcala to celebrate great victories in Europe and to demonstrate the superiority
of his arms and animals over those of the Indians or apostate enemies.31 Juan de
Oñate did the same in his entrada or entry into New Mexico eighty years later.
From the first contacts between Spaniards and Tlaxcalans, historical events
and cultural processes have been dramatized for political and ritual purposes.
The official transcripts of triumph and evangelization are contested with hidden transcripts of resistance and redemption. In New Mexico, the morismas were updated to substitute Moorish opponents with the new Comanche
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enemies of the eighteenth century.32 In Comanche dances, as in those of the
Matachines, the texts of the harangues and battle speeches become choreography—a play of symbols with profound histories behind them.
With a scarcity of documents, the Tlaxcalan legacy can be traced in the agriculture that they took to the north, the geometric imagination of their weavings, and a complex cultural heritage that keeps evolving to accommodate the
dreams and ambitions of their many descendants. What cannot be located in
paper and ink can be glimpsed in the fields, the kitchens, the looms, and the plazas of the north. These are the places in which the Tlaxcalan legacy is enacted
and memorialized.
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A Fitting Memorial to the Service of the New
Mexico Volunteers and Militia

A Review Essay on A Civil War History of the New Mexico Volunteers & Militia.
By Jerry Thompson.

•

R obert J. T órrez

F

or most students and researchers of the Civil War in New Mexico, the
events of those critical times is typically limited to the period between
February and May 1862, the several weeks that encompass the period
between the pivotal battles at Valverde, Glorieta, and the invading Confederate
Army’s ignominious retreat. Jerry Thompson’s massive tome is much more than
an overview of the two battles often cited as the beginning and end of the Civil
War in New Mexico. Battles described in detail are limited to Valverde, a chapter which consists of a mere twenty-five pages; and the pivotal battle of Glorieta
(Apache) Pass is covered in less than half that number. Readers interested in the
minutia of battlefield maneuvering and positioning of units will be sorely disappointed and are better served by referring to older standards such as Martin H.
Hall’s Sibley’s New Mexico Campaign (University of New Mexico Press, 1960) and
more recent publications such as John Taylor’s Bloody Valverde: A Civil War Battle
on the Rio Grande, February 21, 1862 (University of New Mexico Press, 1995), and
Thomas S. Edrington and John Taylor’s The Battle of Glorieta Pass: A Gettysburg of
the West, March 26–28, 1862 (University of New Mexico Press, 1998).
The author’s emphasis is on the organization and actions of the New Mexico
Volunteers and militia, and since there was little participation by such units at

A Civil War History of the New Mexico Volunteers & Militia. By Jerry Thompson. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2015. xi + 939 pp. 75 halftones, 11 maps, 6 tables, appendices, notes, bibliography, index. $95.00 cloth, isbn 978-0-8263-55676.)
Robert J. Tórrez served as the New Mexico State Historian from 1987–2000 and continues to
write and lecture on a broad range of New Mexico topics.
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the pivotal action at Glorieta Pass, the so-called “Gettysburg of the West” battle
becomes a small part of Thompson’s much larger story on the Union military
organization in New Mexico Territory. Thompson provides an excellent overview of the entire Civil War period for New Mexico. He begins with early resignations of Southern-born officers who went on to command Confederate units,
even some that threatened New Mexico. Among the officers was the “heavy
drinking Louisiana native,” Henry Hopkins Sibley, who had served at Cantonment Burgwin near Taos as well as at Fort Union. Sibley developed a “grandiose
scheme” to establish a Confederate empire in the Southwest (p. 2).
Thompson sets the scene with the occupation of the Mesilla Valley and southern New Mexico by Confederate secessionists. Next, he begins the story of the
New Mexico Volunteers with Gov. Henry Connelly’s call for recruitment of volunteer units in December 1861. Thousands of young men responded, including the
sons of many of New Mexico’s leading Hispano families. But more importantly,
Thompson also relates accounts from the hundreds of young men recruited not
only from the major towns, but dozens of villages. Many volunteers, according to
Thompson, signed up with a young man’s dream of being part of a grand adventure while others sought release from an oppressive peonage system. Thompson’s
careful research documents the clash between military officials and civil authorities when the “masters” unsuccessfully demanded the release of a servant whose
labor they had contracted under New Mexico’s peonage laws.
Through biographical sketches and skillful use of extensive military records,
Thompson weaves together the lives of many “gallant, yet largely forgotten” New
Mexicans who served in the units of New Mexico Volunteers and militia from
1861–1865, well beyond the critical Valverde and Glorieta battles in 1862 (p. 12).
(The author does not fully explain the distinction of volunteer and militia service that for the period.) He points out that the volunteers developed into formidable fighting units whose service was critical in the subsequent actions against
Navajos, Mescalero Apaches, and Plains tribes. As the author notes, “This is
their story” (p. 12).
Additionally, the devastation left behind by retreating Texans is a little-known story. Thompson describes the loss of civilian property during the
Texans’ advance north along the Rio Grande Valley, and their subsequent
retreat. He reviews depredation claims of merchants whose entire stores were
taken and losses by civilians along the path of retreat. For instance, Rafael Luna
of Los Lunas lost everything—bedding, clothing, and even kitchen utensils—
to Sibley’s men. The situation was made worse by increased depredations by
Navajos and Mescalero Apaches; the chaos of post-invasion reorganization of
militia and volunteers; deals with deserters; and collaborators, which Thompson details in a number of high-profile cases.
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A major portion of the volume deals with post-invasion issues such as Gen.
James H. Carleton’s Indian policy in which military attention turned to war
with Navajos and Mescalero Apaches. Chapters detail the Mangas Coloradas
case; the submission of the Mescalero; the roundup of the Navajo Long Walk;
the disastrous Bosque Redondo experiment; and the role of volunteers, militia, and Utes in rounding up the Navajos, campaigning at Canyon de Chelly,
and destroying the Navajo food supply including the eradication of their peach
orchards. Thompson’s final narrative chapter consists of often-affectionate
vignettes of several prominent and well-known volunteers and militia: Kit Carson, Manuel Antonio Chaves, Rafael Chacon, Edward H. Bergmann, John H.
Mink, and others. The author describes through pension records their struggles
to have their service recognized.
The narrative portion of Thompson’s Civil War history consists of less than
half of its 939 pages. The remainder is comprised of appendices, which list New
Mexico’s population in 1860 by county, with details on Socorro County by community. However, it is not clear why Socorro County alone was chosen for this
distinction. The remaining appendices make the volume fascinating for the
general reader, especially for thousands of descendants of New Mexicans who
served in the Civil War. The appendices include lists of territorial militia company commanders; New Mexico Volunteers killed at Valverde and in associated
fighting near Fort Craig, and gravesites of New Mexico Volunteers and widows
of veterans with government tombstones, including those in several other states
and one in Mexico City.
The largest appendix, and the one which will undoubtedly draw the most
attention, constitutes nearly one third of the volume. It is a comprehensive
alphabetical list of New Mexico Volunteers and Militia extracted from the company-level muster rolls found at the National Archives and the New Mexico
State Records Center and Archives in Santa Fe. The entries are crowded and
require careful reading but will prove invaluable to descendants who have not
had the privilege of accessing the originals or microfilm versions.
By any definition, this monumental work is undoubtedly the result of meticulous research evidenced by the nearly one hundred pages of notes and bibliography. The bulk and price of the volume may limit its purchase and use by the
general reader. Civil War aficionados will gleefully mine its extensive resource
material. The general reader will find it provides an excellent overview of the
tumultuous Civil War period in New Mexico and access to a piece of genealogical information that might have evaded them. After all, as the author noted,
“this is their story.”
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Chasing Dichos through Chimayó. By Don J. Usner. (Albuquerque: University
of New Mexico Press, 2014. vii + 232 pp. 37 halftones. $39.95 cloth, isbn
978-0-8263-5523-2.)
For many New Mexicans, dichos (Spanish proverbs or sayings) were a part of
our youth. The phrases passed wisdom across generations and throughout
communities for centuries. Dichos were exchanged like a linguistic folk currency by vecinos (neighbors) and ancianos (elders), and they express wisdom
in a common tongue. Occasionally they flatter, but more often berate, and they
always prove the wit of those employing the dicho. Originating in medieval
Spain, dichos spread through colonial Latin America and north into New Mexico. Often metaphorical, sometimes literal, these proverbs offered a descriptive
device for people who had little formal education. In this way, dichos expanded
the limited linguistic repertoire of New Mexicans. Don Usner’s Chasing Dichos
through Chimayó examines this fading cultural practice and weaves dichos into
his personal story of Chimayó.
Usner’s journey began when he took up his mother’s lifelong affinity of collecting and comparing dichos. His book is a collection of vignettes that describe
visits with distant cousins, old neighbors, and friends of the family, and reconnect his deep roots to the place he called home. Readers bear witness to Usner
restoring familial ties through conversation, and may be surprised by the depth
and breadth of family history carried in his mind and in those of his counterparts. The book is an authentic portrayal of typical conversations in northern New Mexico. The knowledge of familial and communal ties are expressed
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almost as a sacred arithmetic. Conversations with the vecinos of Chimayó
recount family genealogy and countless ties that bind communities together.
Usner has walked the line between insider and outsider for decades. His
keen talents for observation and storytelling make this book satisfying for
northern New Mexicans and for the general reader. His talent for curating
dichos is outshone only by his love and respect for Chimayó and its people.
Usner does not shy away from Chimayó’s complicated reputation as a place
of deep faith and profound struggle. Rituals are woven into his conversations
with chimayosos. Both the dancing of the matachines at the Plaza del Cerro
and a penitente morada are on the verge of closure for lack of members due to
drug addiction, and have separated younger generations from the traditions
of their elders.
Usner reminds us that stories define place. His book includes stunning photographs and stories behind the images. Chasing Dichos through Chimayó preserves stories of the Plaza del Cerro for outsiders and Chimayó’s insiders to
enjoy for centuries to come. Through it all, Chimayó emerges as a place of survival where dichos and the people whose lives they illustrate continue to thrive.
Jacobo D. Baca
New Mexico Humanities Council

Harvey Houses of New Mexico: Historic Hospitality from Raton to Deming. By
Rosa Walston Latimer. (Charleston, S.C.: The History Press, 2015. 144 pp. 79
halftones, map, bibliography, index. $21.99 paper, isbn 978-1-62619-859-3.)
This charming publication by bookseller, journalist, and Harvey Girl descendant Rosa Walston Latimer is inspired in part by the author’s grandmother,
Gertrude McCormick Balmanno. Latimer presents the memoirs of Fred Harvey employees (mostly Harvey Girls) and others from across New Mexico. The
book builds on the work of Lesley Poling-Kempes and other historians who
have published oral histories of New Mexico Harvey Girls.
Maurine McMillan provides the foreword. As the director emeritus of the
Belen Harvey House Museum, McMillan leads efforts to promote New Mexico’s remaining Harvey Houses and to document Belen Harvey House history.
McMillan rightly emphasizes the importance of listening to and documenting
the treasured memories of Fred Harvey employees. She notes that oral histories
bring Harvey Houses to life and help their visitors and staff understand and better interpret the history of these venerable historic properties.
Latimer’s brief introduction sketches the Fred Harvey system’s history. She
then groups the Harvey Houses in chapters organized by building function
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rather than by construction history or geographical location. As a result, the
longest chapter is “Destination Hotels,” such as the Alvarado, the Castañeda,
and El Navajo. “Destination Hotels” refers to La Posada, owner Allan Affeldt’s
recent purchase of the Castañeda. The stories connected to this historic hotel
will be of particular interest to the Fred Harvey enthusiast. Chapters detailing
trackside hotels, Harvey House restaurants, and newsstands follow.
As would be expected, the sections on the Alvarado, La Fonda, and Belen
Harvey House are fairly comprehensive. Other Harvey Houses with more spare
oral histories will hopefully be added over time. Accordingly, the chapter on
early Harvey Houses is brief.
In the chapter “Good Eats” we learn about Latimer’s grandmother, Gertrude
McCormick, who was employed in the Rincon Harvey House. She initially
worked there only to fulfill her dream of going to Alaska, but typical of the story
of many Harvey Girls, McCormick was diverted from her plans, in her case,
when railroad man William Balmanno swept her off her feet—McCormick canceled her trip to the Great White North in favor of a lifetime in the Land of
Enchantment. Latimer also relates an interesting story from the Rincon Harvey
House’s manager, Claud Sheats: “I remember how the burros would come to the
Harvey House to eat when the dinner gong would ring” (p. 116). Pavlovian burros notwithstanding, an additional perk for the readers is that the book closes
with a sample of mouth-watering recipes from the Alvarado Hotel, Belen Harvey House, and La Fonda.
This book presents many new memoirs from New Mexico Harvey Girls and
other employees. Any future printing should include a notes section at the end
of each chapter detailing the sources, dates, and locations of Latimer’s interviews. Excerpted letters, archival documents, and other citations and information not present in the bibliography would be valuable additions. Overall,
Harvey Houses of New Mexico is a fun, interesting, and easy read.
Deborah C. Slaney
Albuquerque Museum

The Women’s National Indian Association: A History. Edited by Valerie Sherer
Mathes. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2015. x + 340 pp. 18
halftones, chart, appendix, bibliography, contributors, index. $45.00 cloth, isbn
978-0-8263-5563-8.)
The women’s mission movement had more participants than any other female
reform cause of the late nineteenth century. The Women’s National Indian Association (WNIA) was established by Mary Lucinda Bonney and Amelia Stone
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Quinton in Philadelphia in 1879 and increased the number of women who contributed to missionary work. The WNIA operated for sixty-three years and
influenced two significant reform efforts: federal Indian policy and women’s
voluntary associations.
Volume editor Valerie Sherer Mathes and her fellow essayists trace the
WNIA’s development and growth. The book is divided into four parts that
cover the creation and national spread of the WNIA; explore a maternalist
agenda through the promotion of Indian women’s domesticity; describes the
geographic variations of local branches; and contextualizes the organization
within the field of women’s history. The unifying argument that although the
WNIA’s aims included missionary work among Indian women, the group was
political from its inception. As Larry E. Burgess states in the introduction,
“WNIA members represented the power of women in influencing national
policy” (p. 19).
Contributors use three key examples to demonstrate the group’s political presence. First, the WNIA circulated petitions to Congress requesting federal protection of Indian rights by preventing the encroachment of whites in
Indian Territory. Through their petitioning, the founders garnered the attention
of Congress as evidenced by a debate recorded in the Congressional Record,
which directly addressed the association’s message. Second, in 1887 the WNIA
worked to awaken public opinion by introducing its periodical, The Indian’s
Friend. The journal reported monthly on Indian policies in an effort to improve
protocols by influencing public sentiment. Additionally, the periodical included
information about educational and missionary fieldwork as well as communication from the group’s growing number of auxiliaries. Third, to help foster the
women’s political skills, the WNIA members participated at the Mohonk Conference, an annual forum held for non-Natives to discuss the implications of
colonialism. These examples and others in the collection successfully show the
WNIA women contested male political authority.
The WNIA advanced the political voice of white middle-class women often
at the expense of Indian women. Contributors could have critiqued the way
WNIA members embraced the ethnocentric ideology of their era and thus
refused to recognize the consequences of assimilation. Additionally, WNIA’s
vision of civil and political rights for American Indians included upholding
heteronormativity. Their intervention in federal Indian polices encouraged the
construction and reproduction of nuclear-family structures. Only a few authors
briefly touch on the heteronormalization of Indian cultures. A deeper analysis
of sexuality throughout the narrative would have strengthened the collection.
Nonetheless, for historians of the U.S. West, Native, and women’s history, this
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book is a valuable addition to the scholarship on maternalist and assimilationist
politics in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
Jordan Biro Walters
College of Wooster

Regional Cultures and Mortality in America. By Stephen J. Kunitz. (New York:
Cambridge University Press, 2015. xv + 279 pp. Map, 14 charts, 56 tables,
graphs, appendixes, index. $99.00 cloth, isbn 978-1-107-07963-2.)
Stephen J. Kunitz adds the effect of historical context on health outcomes to
the discipline of epidemiology. An essential focus of public health is to examine differences in health outcomes between specific populations in a society,
understand the relationship between how populations experience their social
and physical environment, and how their environment impacts health—all fundamental to addressing the social determinants of health. Kunitz takes social
determinants of health to a deeper level. He uses measurable comparisons to
examine historically-based differences in the development of regional and state
cultures and institutions and their relationship to state-level mortality.
Kunitz assembles a significant body of historical evidence to suggest that
regional differences in mortality may be explained by the characteristics settlers brought with them from their countries of origin, self-selection of those
immigrants who follow, the history of the settlement, and the economic development of each region. Further, he argues that these factors are just as important as income (individual and aggregate) in impacting mortality. Kunitz
develops an “Index of Institutionalism” from five tested measures. The Index
is an explanatory variable that indicates state-level community connectedness and positive community dynamics. The Index “reflects the propensity
of populations in each of the contiguous forty-eight states to use both private
and public organizations and institutions to advance what they perceive to be
common good” (p. 19). The findings reveal that across the forty-eight states,
where the Index is high, overall mortality is low. The Index also performs better than each of its components, underscoring its ability to capture several
dimensions of state culture and civic dynamics. Not only is the overall mortality rate lower in states where the Index is high, preventable hospitalizations
and mortality due to conditions amenable to preventive health are also lower
in states where the Index is higher.
Across the forty-eight states, an inverse correlation (high Index/low mortality) finding is observed for non-Hispanic whites and African American populations. However, this pattern, which affects the majority, does not hold true
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for Native Americans and Hispanics. The Index is not associated with mortality for American Indians or Hispanics. Kunitz dedicates an entire chapter to the
examination of regional differences in American Indian mortality and another
chapter on Hispanic mortality in New Mexico. Outlining the unique histories
and political struggles of these two groups, he demonstrates how neither group
has been fully incorporated into the state socio-political culture and economy
in which they reside.
Kunitz sets forth a strong argument that regional cultures, values, and institutions are determinants of health and have real effects on health outcomes.
Regional Cultures and Mortality in America presents a novel approach that may
challenge the traditional way policymakers, public health practitioners, and
many other disciplines develop one-size-fits-all programs designed to change
risk behavior at the individual level. Kunitz makes a thorough and compelling
argument that we must take a broader look at a state’s culture, policies and institutions, while mindful of differences in mortality among subpopulations.
Jillian Jacobellis
Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment

Juan Bautista de Anza: The King’s Governor in New Mexico. By Carlos R.
Herrera. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2015. xii + 308 pp. Maps, 10
halftones, notes, bibliography, index. $29.95 cloth, isbn 978-0-8061-4644-7.)
In this authoritative biography, Carlos R. Herrera argues that previous historians have neglected Juan Bautista de Anza and his contributions to New Spain
as governor of New Mexico. Approaching Anza’s life through what he calls the
“lens” of the Bourbon Reforms, a program of administrative modernization
that swept across the Spanish empire in the 1770s and 1780s, during the reign of
Carlos III, Herrera offers not only a well-written account of Anza’s life but also
a political history of Spanish colonial administration in northern New Spain.
Herrera relies on a wide array of archival sources from Spain and Mexico to
reconstruct Anza’s childhood and early military career in Sonora. The son of
a Spanish captain of a northern presidio, Anza was born into a Basque familial network that facilitated his rise through military circles. Herrera posits that
the death of Anza’s father in an Apache attack shaped Anza’s campaigns against
local Indians, including Apaches and Seris. These campaigns, along with his
expeditions to Alta California, helped launch his career as governor of New
Mexico, where he successfully applied his experiences on the Sonoran frontier.
Herrera concludes that Anza’s “full maturation . . . as a frontier soldier and diplomat” arrived during the campaign against the Comanche leader Cuerno Verde
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in 1779, when Anza set the stage for a long-lasting Comanche peace agreement a
few years later (p. 105). Anza reached similar, if shorter-lived, accommodations
with Hopis and Navajos to the west.
After recounting his early career, Herrera focuses on Anza the governor in
a series of thematic chapters that evaluate his administrative, judicial, and religious reforms between 1778 and 1787. Departing from earlier studies of Bourbon “modernization” and “advancement,” scholars have recently argued that the
Bourbon Reforms were not necessarily as new or transformative as their proponents claimed them to be. Some programs dated back to the Hapsburg Empire,
and local customary practices persisted on the ground in Oaxaca and Quito.
Herrera’s own work falls between the older administrative histories of New
Spain and newer social histories. By consolidating military forces and improving communication between New Mexico and Sonora, Anza helped protect
New Mexico from neighboring Native groups and also expanded his “control”
of the state and its people. In judicial affairs, however, Anza followed the precedents of derecho vulgar (local justice). Anza’s relationship with nuevomexicanos
emerges perhaps most clearly in the chapter on judicial practice, where Herrera
turns effectively to court records.
A few different themes emerge in Herrera’s account of Anza. One is that the
remoteness of New Mexico granted autonomy to its governor. Another is that
local environmental conditions, particularly drought, produced conflict with
neighboring Native groups—a recurring explanation that may seem facile to
some readers. Overall, however, Herrera provides a well-researched biography
of Anza that will serve as a helpful resource for scholars interested in colonial
and Native American history.
Christopher Steinke
University of Nebraska, Kearney

Sounds of the New Deal: The Federal Music Project in the West. By Peter
Gough. Foreword by Peggy Seeger. (Urbana: University of Illinois Press,
2015. xvi + 259 pp. 29 halftones, notes, bibliography, index. $50.00 cloth, isbn
987-0-252-03904-1.)
The Federal Music Project (FMP) was established in 1935 as an arm of Federal
Project One, the arts initiative of the Works Progress Administration (WPA).
Over four years, the FMP existed as one of the most successful programs of the
New Deal, providing work for thousands of musicians and musical entertainment
and education for millions of Americans. In 1939 the FMP dissolved and was
replaced by the WPA Music Program, which continued to provide support for
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musicians into the war years. Despite its historical importance and its centrality to American musical culture of the 1930s, the FMP remains largely unknown
today. The few scholars who have written about the program typically have critiqued it, emphasizing the conservative agenda of its director, Nikolai Sokoloff,
who devoted most of his energies to promoting classical music and only grudgingly supported the performance of folk and regional music. In Sounds of the
New Deal, historian Peter Gough shifts the focus from Sokoloff and persuasively
argues against characterizations of the FMP as unsuccessful and elitist. Gough’s
fascinating and important book demonstrates the extent to which the FMP promoted local and regional musical practices and traditions, paving the way for a
broad embrace of multiculturalism later in the century.
Rather than providing an overview of the FMP as it was implemented
across the country, Gough focuses on the overwhelmingly positive impact of
the FMP in a range of local communities in the American West, the region
farthest from FMP headquarters in Washington, D.C. Numerous painstakingly detailed case studies reveal the substantial breadth and depth of Gough’s
archival research and illustrate the wide variety of FMP-sponsored programs
and projects in Arizona, New Mexico, Nevada, California, Colorado, Utah,
Oregon, and Washington. While not shying away from discussion of FMP
controversies and failures, Gough convincingly argues that musicians and
audiences in the West—as well as regional FMP administrators and funding
organizations—not only tolerated but actively embraced and promoted the
performance of music produced by members of marginalized ethnic, racial,
and political communities.
With Sounds of the New Deal, Gough makes an important contribution to
scholarship on American music, the New Deal, and the cultural history of the
West. His revisionist take on the FMP is persuasively argued in chapters that
overflow with colorful anecdotes and details gleaned from primary sources.
Somewhat puzzling is the detailed account of Charles Seeger’s career, hardly an
unknown figure in the history of American music, and the inclusion of a photograph of the Seeger family taken in 1921 on the back flap of the dust jacket. Pete
Seeger and Peggy Seeger contributed the book’s foreword, which may account
for the emphasis on their father. Charles Seeger strongly advocated folk-song
collecting in the New Deal era, but his association with the FMP was limited to
the year he unhappily served as deputy director in 1938. Of perhaps more value
to scholars already familiar with the period is Gough’s attention to individuals who are largely unknown today, including a number of women in prominent leadership roles, such as Helen Chandler Ryan, director of the New Mexico
Music Project. Ryan’s strong advocacy for musicians and the musical traditions
of her home state boosted employment and morale during the difficult years of
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the Depression. As Gough depicts her, Ryan epitomizes the positive impact of
the FMP on the people and culture of the West.
Erica Scheinberg
Lawrence University

Mesa of Sorrows: A History of the Awat’ovi Massacre. By James F. Brooks. (New
York: W. W. Norton & Company, 2015. xiii + 259 pp. 19 halftones, 6 maps,
notes, bibliography, credits, index. $26.95 cloth, isbn 978-0-393-06125-3.)
Mesa of Sorrows reviews five centuries of Hopi tribal history in an attempt
to explain the destruction of the Pueblo of Awat’ovi by fellow Hopis in ad
1700. Brooks’s main theme is that Awat’ovi’s destruction was one instance of
a repeated phenomenon in which violence was used to purge Hopi communities of witches and koyaanisqatsi (social chaos). His conclusion falls within
mainstream archaeological and Hopi thought, but troubling issues with tone
and data analysis weaken the book’s explanatory power.
The book’s prose is lurid. The attack on Awat’ovi is imagined in graphic detail,
opening with the line, “I had thought about the bodies, but not about the bones”
(p. 1). Although the author interviewed at least two knowledgeable Hopis and
draws heavily on Hopi oral tradition, the book was not reviewed by the Hopi
Cultural Preservation Office, and it is difficult to imagine their approval of its
tenor.
The author is at his strongest when dealing with historical documents, as in
the fascinating letters he uncovered among papers of the Peabody archaeological expedition to Awat’ovi conducted in the 1930s. However, the incorporation
of oral tradition, ethnography, and archaeology is less successful. Gleaning historical information from oral traditions is a very tricky operation that requires
consideration of the perspective of the narrator and the social, political, and
religious contexts of the years separating the account from the narrated events.
None of this difficult but important contextual work appears in Mesa of Sorrows.
The possibility that the cultural meme of koyaanisqatsi has been used to gloss a
complicated and fraught historical event is not considered.
Archaeological stumbles range from mis-plotted sites to misdated ceramics. Yet, the most problematic is a cherry-picking of supporting evidence at the
expense of a more messy empirical reality. For example, archaeological evidence
corroborating the attack on Awat’ovi is actually relatively thin given the amount
of excavation; although burning is present, no groups of unburied bodies were
found in kivas or anywhere on the site—a central detail in the oral traditions.
There is no archaeological evidence that Awat’ovi was more “foreign” than other
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Hopi villages, and it cannot be confidently asserted that Awat’ovi residents
adopted Christianity to a greater extent than their contemporaries on First, Second, or Third Mesas owing to a lack of comparable excavation data. Both theories are proposed as triggers for the town’s destruction.
Hopi scholars like Peter Whiteley have shown village conflicts, like the
split of the Hopi village of Oraibi in 1906, can be astoundingly complex events
full of contingent decisions that resist simple historical or structural explanations. Brooks’s enthusiasm for explaining large chunks of Hopi social history
with the theme of koyaanisqatsi leads him to overreach in drawing connections
across time, ultimately undermining his arguments about the particular case of
Awat’ovi.
Wesley Bernardini
University of Redlands

Wilderburbs: Communities on Nature’s Edge. By Lincoln Bramwell. (Seattle:
University of Washington Press, 2014. xxiv + 309 pp. 40 halftones, maps, notes,
bibliography, index. $34.95 cloth, isbn 978-0-295-99412-3.)
The rural West proliferates with wilderburbs: subdivisions set in forested terrain, their mazelike roads curling up to houses hidden in the timber, often
perched on impossibly steep slopes. Lincoln Bramwell first encountered these
communities as a firefighter trying to save them from incineration. Now he
revisits them as a historian trying to comprehend their origins and environmental consequences.
“Wilderburbs,” Bramwell’s term for these subdivisions, encapsulates the tension his book explores. Wilderburb developers tried, with mixed success, to
transplant suburban amenities into wildland settings. Frequently, residents’
suburban ideals were frustrated by natural forces beyond human control. Looking back, Bramwell notes how the Term Permit Act of 1915 set the stage for private residences to interlace with the West’s public lands. By midcentury changes
in the regional economy induced ranch families to sell their land, while new tax
laws in the 1980s prompted timber companies to do the same. Developers converted land into recreation-oriented subdivisions. The earliest developments,
built in the 1950s, were just crude roads and scattered cabins. By the 1980s,
developers were building wilderburbs for wealthier homeowners, filling them
with amenities like golf courses, community centers, and “developer-packaged aesthetics” (p. 13). Bramwell illustrates this history by telling the stories of
case-study wilderburbs in Colorado, Utah, and New Mexico. Of special interest to readers of the New Mexico Historical Review, he details the design and
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development of Paa-Ko Communities near Albuquerque, which typified the
amenity-rich wilderburbs of the 1980s and 1990s.
Bramwell excels at explaining how “environmental reality” bedeviled efforts
to make wilderburbs into safe, convenient communities (p. xvii). One vexing
problem was a shortage of surface water. Wilderburbs had to pipe in water
from elsewhere (Paa-Ko’s controversial solution) or pump the unreliable, legally
murky groundwater. Some developers built water systems on the cheap, with
disastrous results. Wildlife posed problems too. Residents adored the idea of
wild animals in their backyards, until they realized that deer devour gardens,
moose utterly lack fear of people, and bears habituate to humans—making for
harrowing encounters, sometimes in people’s bedrooms! The most primal challenge to suburban idealism came in the form of fire. Although fire is integral to
western forest and chaparral ecosystems, public pressures following disasters
like the Malibu fire in 1956 pushed the Forest Service to double down on aggressive suppression policies. These measures, however, endanger firefighters and
make catastrophic infernos even likelier, Bramwell writes. The policies also raise
issues of inequity (affluent wilderburbs receive protection poor rural communities do not) and blind wilderburb residents to the ways in which their actions
heighten the fire risk.
The book is weaker on wilderburbs’ cultural underpinnings. Suburban
yearnings are assumed more than they are actually explained or documented,
and developers’ and promoters’ roles in stoking consumer demand for wilderburbs go mostly unexplored. An occasional weakness is that Bramwell falls back
on “human nature” to explain people’s behavior. Overall, however, Wilderburbs
is an outstanding ecological history of mountain residential development. Anyone living in wilderburbs, developing sites, or struggling to govern them should
read and ponder this book.
William Philpott
University of Denver

Life in a Corner: Cultural Episodes in Southeastern Utah, 1880–1950. By Robert
S. McPherson. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2015. x + 293 pp. 41
halftones, map, abbreviations, notes, bibliography, index. $24.95 paper, isbn
978-0-8061-4691-1.)
Robert S. McPherson provides “snapshots of a bygone era” in his latest book,
Life in a Corner (p. 7). The titular “cultural episodes” advance no unifying thesis
except to assume the value of seeing the past on its own terms. McPherson waxes
nostalgic over an era before technological innovations like air conditioning
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and drone strikes. He allows readers to experience lives increasingly removed
from a world that is harsher than we often acknowledge. To that end, the book
attempts to recover a view of the not-too-distant past in which activities such
as feeding and clothing oneself—mundane in today’s world of global supply chains—required a closer, more-precarious relationship to the land and to
neighbors at the local level.
One might dismiss this book as a bit old-fashioned, but that notion would
miss its most important innovation. McPherson has written an ethnohistory of
Anglo Americans. The book is the closing episode of his trilogy, the two previous
installments focusing on cultural change among indigenous peoples. The frontier plays prominently, but there is no attempt to impose the old frontier process of Fredrick Jackson Turner. He asks basic questions about daily life in rural
southeast Utah. How did practices meant to make a harsh physical environment livable work in fact? How did the local environment and its particularities
inspire innovation in imported practices? Also, how did external forces—like
World War I or Prohibition—reshape the lifeways of the Anglo Americans in
the region from afar? Relying on rich first-hand accounts, McPherson reconstructs a vivid portrait of the social, cultural, and environmental peculiarities
that either threatened or underpinned life in this particular corner of the world.
Perhaps alongside McPherson’s previous monographs, Navajo Land, Navajo
Culture (University of Oklahoma Press, 2001) and As If the Land Owned Us (University of Utah Press, 2011), this book might begin to satisfy the kind of diversity in characters and experiences that students of the Borderlands have come
to expect. On its own, the book’s best work is close up. McPherson attempts to
understand the society and culture of white settlers, a group that proves more
internally diverse than it might initially appear. Part of the episodic nature of the
book likely derives from its confusing authorship, which might be called innovative if western historians had not spent a century attempting to discover the
collaborative authorship of the Works of Hubert Howe Bancroft. As if intent on
teaching the dangers of skipping past the acknowledgments, McPherson mentions there—and only there—that certain chapters originated as research papers
written by his students and other collaborators before he published them, usually in the Utah Historical Quarterly. McPherson and his editors might have
learned from Bancroft and flagged the collaboration more clearly, at least pointing to the citation for the original article in the appropriate chapter notes.
Travis E. Ross
University of Utah
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Immigrants in the Far West: Historical Identities and Experiences. Edited by
Jessie L. Embry and Brian Q. Cannon (Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press,
2015. ix + 485 pp. 32 halftones, maps, charts, selected bibliography, index.
$29.00 paper, isbn 978-1-60781-380-4.)
This compilation of fourteen chapters on immigrant identities adds something
novel to historical understanding of race and ethnicity in what the volume editors call the American Far West. Each chapter works to underscore in one way or
another an observation made by historian Patricia Limerick about the character
of the American West: “as a depository of enormous hope for progress, [it] may
well be the best place in which to observe the complex and contradictory outcome
of that fruit” (p. 11). For Jessie L. Embry, Brian Q. Cannon, and their contributors, progress was mostly measured by degrees of American cultural homogeneity
even as interethnic relations, border crossings, and associational bonds worked
against assimilation forces. To further this approach, Embry and Cannon compiled chapters on topics that are either original or understudied. Scholarship on
Mormon railroad workers, Jewish associational members in Los Angeles, Japanese women, Irish miners, and Boer colonizers on the U.S.-Mexico Borderlands
appear alongside chapters on Mexican California and Revolutionary-era Mexico. All stories told in this anthology are intrinsically fascinating as they illuminate the ways individuals have negotiated their social positions in a translocal,
transnational far West.
The far West was a place of deep racial and religious diversity. Embry and
Cannon argue that immigrant identities were remade within this distinctive
milieu. Case studies by Ryan Dearinger, Katherine Benton-Cohen, Karen S.
Wilson, and Mark Choate are emblematic of the types of social adjustments
that created such fluid arrangements in the far West. For example, Dearinger
argues that in the years before the completion of the Transcontinental Railroad in 1869, Mormon railroad workers constructed an American identity
from notions of manhood and holy community. In reaching toward heaven,
they positioned themselves as purveyors of hard work and peace, while casting
Irish and Chinese workers as transient, undisciplined, and wont for violence.
If Mormon manliness was constructed against entrenched anti-Chinese and
Irish racism, Benton-Cohen’s chapter on the Dillingham Commission points
out that Japanese immigrants in California were no less immune to reflexive
nativism, despite moderating voices emanating from the federal and international levels. Accommodation, however, was also burnished at the local level.
Using graph-visualization software, Wilson’s chapter on nineteenth-century
Jewish immigrants in Los Angeles maps strikingly consistent and deep associational networks among Jews and with other immigrant groups. The data show
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that relationships mattered. The local ties that bonded Jewish immigrants to
Los Angeles were as strong as those between Italian immigrants and the Italian state, as Choate’s chapter deftly shows. The Italian diaspora in California
reminds historians of the sway homeland governments enjoyed in the lives of
their diffused subjects.
Immigrants in the Far West is the most recent contribution to a robust historiography on immigrant life in the American West. Embry’s and Cannon’s
solid compilation of chapters by both established and new scholars of immigration works to destabilize old assimilationist narratives of immigrant settlement. Yet what falls a bit short is the introductory chapter in this anthology.
To underscore the complex and contradictory landscape that immigrants
encountered and remade, a clearer and more in-depth critique of assimilationist perspectives and immigration history was in order as was a rationale
for overlooking content on indigenous peoples or indigeneity. Relatedly, Mormon settlers were treated uncritically as immigrants, not as settler colonialists.
These are serious omissions that compromise an otherwise solid compilation
of chapters on immigrant life in the American Far West and the U.S.-Mexico
Borderlands.
Grace Peña Delgado
University of California, Santa Cruz

Taken from the Paradise Isle: The Hoshida Family Story. Edited by Heidi Kim.
(Boulder: University Press of Colorado, 2015. xxxv + 288 pp. 36 halftones,
maps, appendixes, bibliography, index. $29.95 cloth, isbn 978-1-60732-339-6.)
During World War II, the U.S. government required all Japanese Americans living in California and parts of Washington, Oregon, and Arizona to leave their
homes and enter camps run by the newly created War Relocation Authority.
This incarceration of more than 112,000 people was deemed “a grave injustice”
by Congress when it passed the Civil Liberties Act of 1988, which offered an
apology and $20,000 to each person still living. Yet this part of U.S. history still
garners barely a paragraph in most textbooks.
Over the past few decades historians, attorneys, journalists, and civil rights
activists have written a growing body of literature about the wholesale roundup
and incarceration of West Coast Japanese Americans. However, the experiences
of Japanese Hawaiians, which differed greatly from the mainlanders, have not
been well studied. In Hawaii there was no wholesale roundup; rather, the Federal Bureau of Investigation arrested more than two thousand people, shipping
most to mainland internment camps run by the Department of Justice.
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Taken from the Paradise Isle is a solid addition to the scholarship. The book
is a poignant family history based on primary documents created during the
war. George Yoshio Hoshida, born in Japan but a resident of Hawaii since age
four, was one of those arrested after the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor on 7
December 1941. He spent most of the war interned behind barbed wire in Santa
Fe and Lordsburg, New Mexico. His wife Tamae, pregnant when George was
arrested, struggled to care for their young daughters. When the new baby was
two months old, Tamae and the girls were sent to an incarceration camp run by
the War Relocation Authority in Jerome, Arkansas. During the Yoshidas’ forced
separation and incarceration, George and Tamae corresponded frequently in
letters. George kept a journal and illustrated his daily life in sketches and watercolors. After the war, he pulled them together into a memoir with additional
narrative that included more of Tamae’s point of view. However, his work was
not commercially published.
The editor, Heidi Kim, researched his papers and memoir, as well as other
primary documents from the era. She does a fine job of keeping her voice out of
the narrative and bringing out the strength of George’s and Tamae’s writing. The
Hoshidas come across as people who were deeply in love, a couple who struggled to keep their spirits up in the midst of huge life events beyond their control.
The book’s structure, going back and forth between George’s and Tamae’s experiences, sometimes requires the reader to stop and think about the timeline, a
small hitch in Kim’s well-woven history.
Patricia Biggs
Manzanar National Historic Site
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Rio Rancho: Images of Modern America. By Gary Herron. (Charleston, S.C.:
Arcadia Publishing, 2015. 95 pp. 96 color plates, 66 halftones, $22.99, isbn
978-1-4671-3368-5.)
The Origin Myth of Acoma Pueblo. By Edward Proctor Hunt. (New York: Penguin Random House, 2015. xlv + 185 pp. Glossary, bibliography, $16.00
paper, isbn 978-0-14-310605-0.)
The Red River Gold Mines of Northern Taos County, New Mexico: An Annotated Bibliography of Geology, History, and Historical Archaeology. Edited by
Michael S. Burney. Forward by Donald L. Hardesty. (Lewiston, N.Y.: The
Edwin Mellen Press, 2015. x + 586 pp. Color plate, halftone, index, about the
author, $349.95, isbn 978-1-4955-0330-6.)
Rainbowland. By Roy A. Wiley. (Amherst, Mass.: Collective Copies, 2011. 251 pp.
24 halftones, maps, $25.00 paper, isbn 978-1-937146-48-1.)
The Nevada State Constitution: 2nd Edition. By Michael W. Bowers. (New York:
Oxford University Press, 2014. xxi + 225 pp. Table of cases, index, $150.00
cloth, isbn 978-0-19989-254-9.)
Waterman: The Life and Times of Duke Kahanamoku. By David Davis. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2015. 315 pp. 34 halftones, acknowledgements, author’s note, notes, selected bibliography, index, $26.95 cloth, isbn
978-0-8032-5477-0.)
Still Turning: A History of Aermotor Windmills. By Christopher C. Gillis. (College Station: Texas A&M University Press, 2015. xvii + 274 pp. 81 halftones,
39 line drawings, notes, glossary, bibliography, index, $35.00 cloth, isbn
978-1-62349-355-6.)
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The Old West. By Stephen G. Hyslop. (Washington, D.C.: National Geographic,
2015. 232 color plates, 196 halftones, illustration credits, index, $40.00 cloth,
isbn 978-0104262-1555-1.)
The National Parks: An Illustrated History. By Kim Heacox. (Washington, D.C.:
National Geographic, 2015, 313 color plates, 25 halftones, 2 maps, illustration
credits, index, $50.00 cloth, isbn 978-1-4262-1559-9.)
Haydée Santamaría, Cuban Revolutionary: She Led by Transgression. By Margaret Randall (Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 2015. x + 231 pp. 62 halftones, notes, bibliography, index, $23.95 paper, isbn 978-0-8223-5962-3.)
Conflict and Carnage in Yucatán: Liberals, the Second Empire, and Maya Revolutionaries, 1855–1876. By Douglas W. Richmond. (Tuscaloosa: University
of Alabama Press, 2015. xv + 177 pp. 10 halftones, maps, notes, bibliography,
index, $49.95 cloth, isbn 978-0-8173-1870-3.)
The Rise of Constitutional Government in the Iberian Atlantic World: The Impact
of the Cádiz Constitution of 1812. Edited by Scott Eastman and Natalia Sobrevilla Perea. (Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama Press, 2015. xi + 304 pp. Halftones, map, epilogue, bibliography, contributors, index, $64.95 cloth, isbn
978-0-8173-1856-7.)
The British World: An Illustrated Atlas. By Tim Jepson. (Washington, D.C.:
National Geographic, 2015. 352 pp. 294 color plate, 71 halftones, 78 maps,
appendix, index, $40.00 cloth, isbn 978-1-4262-1553-7.)
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Archives, Exhibits, and Historic (Web) Sites
The Albuquerque Museum of Art and History presents “Changing the Cure
to Albuquerque.” The photoarchive exhibit features images of tuberculosis sanatoriums in Albuquerque as well as its patients and health providers. Many TB
sufferers made their way to the American Southwest because the high-desert
climate and air was advertised as a panacea. Modern Albuquerque was built
by the railroad steam engine and the engine of tuberculosis. The legacy of
these early “Sans” in Albuquerque is the state-of-the-art medical care facilities
we have today. The exhibit will run through 30 May 2016. The Albuquerque
Museum is located at 2000 Mountain Road NW. For more information, call
505-243-7255 or visit the website: www.cabq.gov/museum.
The Georgia O’Keeffe Museum presents “Georgia O’Keeffe’s Far Wide Texas.”
The exhibit consists of the watercolors created by O’Keeffe during the years she
lived in Canyon, Texas (1916–1918) and show a period of radical innovation
and the moment when O’Keeffe’s commitment to abstraction is firmly established. Many of these watercolors and drawings were originally shown by Alfred
Stieglitz at his New York gallery “291.” This exhibit will run 29 April through 30
October 2016. The Georgia O’Keeffe Museum is located at 217 Johnson Street
in Santa Fe. For more information, call 505-946-1000 or visit the website: www.
okeeffemuseum.org/.
The National Hispanic Cultural Center presents “The House on Mango Street:
Artists Interpret Community.” This exhibit is inspired by the novel The House on
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Mango Street by the accomplished Mexican American author Sandra Cisneros.
The contemporary works of art highlight many of the issues facing adolescents
growing up in urban areas. The exhibit will run through 28 September 2016. The
National Hispanic Cultural Center is located at 1701 4th Street SW in Albuquerque. For more information, call 505-246-2261 or visit the website: www.nationalhispaniccenter.org.
The New Mexico Museum of Art presents “Finding a Contemporary Voice:
the Legacy of Lloyd Kiva New and IAIA.” The exhibit includes work by the
Institute of American Indian Arts (IAIA) faculty and alumni from the 1960s
to present, such as Fritz Scholder, Neil Parsons, T. C. Cannon, Melanie Yazzie,
Hulleah Tsinhnahjinnie, and Will Wilson. Lloyd Kiva New encouraged looking at new techniques and forms as a path to creating contemporary Indian Art.
The institution was founded during a period of great change and spurred shifts
in how indigenous artists viewed themselves and their art, paving the way for
Native American artists to take their place in the global contemporary art field.
The exhibit will run from 20 May through 10 October 2016. The New Mexico Museum of Art is located at 107 West Palace Avenue in Santa Fe. For more
information, visit the website: www.nmartmuseum.org.
The New Mexico History Museum/Palace of the Governors presents “Fractured Faiths: Spanish Judaism, The Inquisition, and New World Identities.” This
exhibit reunites Spanish artifacts with their New World counterparts for the
first time to reveal the history of the Spanish Sephardim—the stalwarts, the
converts, and the hidden Jews—and their long heritage with the Americas. It
tells a comprehensive story of how Spain’s Jewry found a tenuous foothold in
North America. This monumental exhibit details one of history’s most compelling chronicles of human tenacity and the power of cultural identity. The exhibit
will run from 22 May through 31 December 2016. The New Mexico History
Museum is located at 113 Lincoln Avenue in Santa Fe. For more information,
visit the website: www.nmhistorymuseum.org.
Calendar of Events
14–16 April The Historical Society of New Mexico will have its New Mexico History Conference at Farmington Civic Center in Farmington, New Mexico. More
information about the conference is available on the website: www.hsnm.org.
30 April–1 May El Rancho de las Golondrinas presents “Battlefields and Homefronts New Mexico: The Civil War and More.” Come experience military drills,
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camp life, lectures, demonstrations, and reenactments. For more information,
call 505-471-2261 or visit the website: www.golondrinas.org.
12–14 May The Western Association of Women Historians Conference will
be held at the Sheraton Denver Downtown in Denver, Colorado. For more
information, visit the website: www.wawh.org/conferences/current/.
18–21 May The Society of Southwest Archivists’ Annual Meeting will be held
in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. For more information, visit the website: www.
southwestarchivists.org/.
18–21 May The Native American and Indigenous Studies Association
(NAISA) Annual Meeting will be held in Honolulu, Hawaii. For more information, visit the website: naisa.org.
11 June The Pikes Peak Regional History Symposium, “Myth and Mysteries of
the Rocky Mountain West,” will be held in Colorado Springs, Colorado. For
more information, visit the website: www.regionalhistoryseries.org/2016-symposium.html.
11–14 June The Mining History Association Conference will be held in Virginia
City, Nevada. For more information, visit the website: www.mininghistoryassociation.org.
21–25 June The Western Writers of America Annual Convention will be held
in Cheyenne, Wyoming. For more information visit the website: westernwriters.org/convention2016/.
23–25 June The Agricultural History Society’s Annual Meeting will be held in
New York, New York. For more information, visit the website: www.aghistorysociety.org.
23–26 June The Omohundro Institute of Early American History and Culture
and the Society of Early Americanists Ninth Biennial Conference will be held
in Worcester, Massachusetts. For more information, visit the website: oieahc.
wm.edu/conferences/index.cfm.
24–31 July The University of New Mexico Summer Writers’ Conference (formerly
Taos Summer Writers’ Conference) will be held at the Drury Plaza Hotel in Santa
Fe, New Mexico. For more information, visit the website: taosconf.unm.edu/.
News Notes
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SAVE THE DATE
Saturday, 10 September 2016
University of New Mexico
Albuquerque

Publishing New Mexico and the
Southwest:
A Symposium Celebrating Nine Decades of the
New Mexico Historical Review
Former and Current Editors and Authors Discuss the
Career of a Distinguished Historical Journal

Keynote Address by
Dr. Rick Hendricks
New Mexico State Historian
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BC STUDIES
The British Columbian Quarterly

RECENT SPECIAL ISSUES:

No. 187 These Outer Shores Fall 2015
No. 185 Barkerville Spring 2015
No. 182 The Great War Summer 2014
No. 179 Ethnobotany of BC Fall 2013

Established in 1969, BC Studies is
dedicated to the exploration of British Columbia’s
cultural, economic, and political life; past and present.
Follow Us
@BCStudies

facebook.com/bcstudies

browse back issues at bcstudies.com/ojs
www.bcstudies.com
info@bcstudies.com . 604.822.3727

Author / Title
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Raza Rising

Chicanos in North Texas
r i c h A r d J. g o n z A l e s

Gonzales draws on his educational, inner-city and
professional life experiences to weave eyewitness
testimony into the many issues facing Chicanos.
Hardcover $29.95 • E-book $23.96

Riding for the Lone Star

Frontier Cavalry and the Texas Way of War, 1822-1865
n At h A n A. J e n n i n g s

Drawing upon military reports, participants’ memoirs,
and government documents, cavalry officer Jennings
analyzes the evolution of Texan militarism from the
Republic of Texas to the Civil War.
Hardcover $32.95 • E-book $26.36

Rounded Up in Glory

Frank Reaugh, Texas Renaissance Man
M i c h A e l g r Au e r

The first full-length biography of Frank Reaugh
(1860–1945), “the Dean of Texas artists,” whose pastels
documented the wide-open spaces of the West as they
were vanishing in the late 19th century.
Hardcover $39.95 • E-book $31.96
Available May 2016

Whiskey River Ranger

The Old West Life of Baz Outlaw
BoB AlexAnder

The full story of troubled Texas Ranger Baz Outlaw (18541894) and his losing battle with alcoholism.
Hardcover $34.95 • E-book $27.96
Available April 2016
UNTPress.unt.edu
Distributed by Texas Book Consortium
Orders: 1-800-826-8911 • TAMUPress.com
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Gilberto Espinosa Prize

•

The New Mexico Historical Review proudly announces the winner of the Gilberto Espinosa Prize for the best article published in the NMHR in 2015:
Frank Norris for his article, “Courageous Motorists: African American Pioneers
on Route 66,” which appeared in the NMHR, volume 90, number 3. Frank Norris is a historian with the National Trails Intermountain Region office of the
National Park Service in Santa Fe. This office helps administer the Route 66
Corridor Preservation Program as well as the Santa Fe Trail, the Old Spanish
Trail, and a number of other national historic trails. Norris has a Ph.D. from
the University of Washington and has been working for the NPS since the early
1980s. His interests range from national trails to parks and other protected
areas, western history, and Alaska.
Awarded annually, the prize honors Gilberto Espinosa, a researcher, writer,
well-known New Mexico lawyer, and strong supporter of New Mexico state history. He served as consultant to the NMHR for many years. Following his death
in 1983, Mr. Espinosa’s family and friends established the award in his honor.
This is the thirty-second year for the award, which includes a $100 prize.
Friends of Gilberto Espinosa and the NMHR who wish to make tax-deductible
memorial gifts to the prize fund are urged to send them to the Espinosa Prize,
The University of New Mexico Foundation Inc. and UNM Development Office,
MSC07-4260, 1 University of New Mexico, Two Woodward Center, 700 Lomas
Boulevard NE, Suite 108, Albuquerque, NM 87131.
Author / Title
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